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Alexander Mitchell 

Thesis Adviser: Brian Hochman, Ph.D. 

ABSTRACT 

On June 16, 1960, Senator John F. Kennedy bounded into Studio 6B in 30 Rockefeller 

Plaza in New York City. Tonight Show host Jack Paar had invited Kennedy onto his program as 

the first presidential candidate to appear on late night television. Paar treated Kennedy with 

deference and worked to keep his program largely apolitical, focusing mostly on charming banter 

with the candidate and questions about his personal life. However, despite Paar’s best efforts, the 

press slammed him for being too political by even having a politician on his program. Fast-

forward fifty-six years to 2016. In the exact same studio, Tonight Show host Jimmy Fallon 

conducts a similarly friendly interview with controversial presidential candidate, Donald Trump. 

Once again the host is widely attacked by the presses. But this time the criticism isn’t that Fallon 

was being too political, it was that he wasn’t being political enough.  

 In this senior thesis I explore what changes occurred over this six-decade span to make 

Americans expect more from our late night talk show hosts. By surveying existing scholarly 

articles and conducting a series of personal interviews with late night luminaries such as Dick 

Cavett, Johnny Carson monologue writer Patric Verrone, Jimmy Fallon head monologue writer 

Jon Rineman, Jimmy Kimmel Live! head writer Danny Ricker, Tony Award-winning late night 

set designer Eugene Lee,  amongst others, I deconstruct the late night talk show in order to 

explore how an embrace of the news parody style, popularized by The Daily Show and Saturday 

Night Live’s “Weekend Update,” restructured the late night network talk show and made 

Americans demand more of their talk show hosts.  
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 By comparing the mise en scene, writing process, and interview styles of traditional and 

contemporary late night, it becomes clear that news parody reinvented the American late night 

talk show genre, reconfigured the role of host, and imbued the form with civic minded 

information, thoughtful debate, and valuable point of view.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

At 11:15 PM sharp, Tonight Starring Jack Paar began its nightly live broadcast from 30 

Rockefeller Center in New York City. It was June 16th, 1960, and the program seemed as if it 

would be wholly unremarkable. Funnyman and public intellectual Jack Paar was slated to have 

on two actresses on the show that evening: Peggy Cass and Ann Bancroft.1 They would banter 

and discuss life in Hollywood, along with their most recent pictures. It was standard show-

business fare. But this show was in fact historic. What made this particular program different 

was Paar’s third guest, Massachusetts Senator John F. Kennedy.  The charming, charismatic, 43-

year-old Kennedy would be joining Paar as the first presidential candidate to appear on late-night 

television. 

Kennedy had been conducting a television-heavy campaign. As scholar Marie Jackson 

notes, “Kennedy’s success with the one on one debates, the celebrity endorsed television 

political advertising and [daytime] talk show appearances garnered him a strong political 

image.”2 So it would make sense that the candidate would be eager to place himself in a new 

televised format. Halfway through the evening’s program, just after midnight, Kennedy strode 

into studio 6B from stage left. He smiled a broad politician’s smile and sat down alongside Paar. 

The duo bantered as if they were old friends. At one point, Paar asked Kennedy if he could 

“[ask] a tough question, so I don’t look too naïve,” and the television-ready senator responded, 

“Whether I am a Democrat or a Republican?” Then Paar shot right back, “I said you were a 

                                                
1 Marie Jackson, “The Late Night Presidential Strategy: A Historical Review of the First 

40 Years of Presidential Campaign Use of Late-Night Talk Show Appearances”  (PhD diss., 

University of Utah, 2010): 56, accessed September 18, 2017, ProQuest.  

 
2 Ibid., 54. 
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Socialist, of course.”3 The studio audience erupted in laughter. The conversation then shifted 

towards Kennedy’s political aspirations, but Paar was careful to make one editorial note. The 

host stated that his goal for this particular program was to let the audience “meet people who 

aren’t on guard, not as tense, and perhaps not as political as you would meet them on other news-

type shows.”4 Paar wanted the country to become familiar with Kennedy; he wanted the 

candidate to put his guard down and chat, “man to man.” For this reason, Paar tried to keep the 

program apolitical. While Kennedy did field town-hall-style questions from the audience about 

particular political issues, much of the interview with Paar was spent answering questions such 

as: “Has anything amusing happened to you since you’ve been campaigning?” and “why did you 

go into politics?” 

For as much as Paar worked to keep the Kennedy’s appearance apolitical, he still met 

stiff pushback from the press in the coming days. New York Times TV critic Jack Gould wrote, 

“Mr. Paar meets neither the test of journalistic training or experience, but he deals with news 

constantly. . . he presumes to perform a reportorial function and, no doubt, is accepted at face 

value by some of his millions of viewers.”5 As Marie Jackson goes on to comment, “this article 

was not the first time Paar had been criticized by other media for his political commentary.”6 So, 

while Paar overtly tried to steer his program in an apolitical direction, his mere interaction with a 

candidate brought about scorn and condemnation from the press. Why would an entertainer try to 

get political? 

                                                
3 Ibid., 58. 

 
4 Ibid. 

 
5 Ibid., 42. 

 
6 Ibid. 
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Fifty-six years later, on a September evening in that exact same studio, another 

presidential hopeful bounded on stage. However, the host and the candidate—and the audience 

expectations that governed their on-screen interaction—were radically different this time. The 

politically attuned Jack Paar had been replaced by the giggling Jimmy Fallon. John F. Kennedy 

had been replaced by millionaire businessman, Donald J. Trump. What stayed the same, 

however, was the host’s intention to craft a fun, relatively apolitical hour of televised comedy. 

As Jimmy Fallon put it himself, political comedy is not his style and what he prefers is “brain 

candy… [segments that make the audience think] ‘that’s cool that they put this much thought 

into such a dumb, silly bit.’”7 The Saturday Night Live alumnus was more familiar with the light 

fare of sketch comedy, rather than incise political satire and journalistic questioning.8 

The twelve-minute interview that followed met Fallon’s expectations, but almost no one 

else’s. Fallon joked with the controversial firebrand and built an amiable rapport. His questions 

were “mostly innocuous,” and the program culminated with Fallon, in a now-infamous gesture, 

playfully tussling the candidate’s hair.9  

The backlash to the appearance was swift and decisive. Private individuals and the press 

alike began to turn on Fallon. However, the criticisms that Fallon faced were almost completely 

different from the comments made about Paar’s interview with Kennedy. Rather than getting in 

trouble for trying to be too political, Fallon was chastised for trying to be too apolitical. As 

Variety’s Sonia Saraiya asked in an article the following day, “how long will it take before 

                                                
7 Dave Itzkoff, “Jimmy Fallon Was On Top of the World. Then Came Trump,” New York 

Times, May 17, 2017, accessed November 19, 2017, 

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/05/17/arts/television/jimmy-fallon-tonight-show-interview-

trump.html. 

 
8 Ibid. 

 
9 Ibid. 
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American audiences to lose all faith in [Fallon], as an honest person they watch every night?”10 

Viewers were betrayed by the notion that their favorite late night host would not standup to a 

politician that completely undermines their values. Unlike Paar, Fallon was being condemned for 

not making his program political and not acknowledging the news of the day. His ratings, and 

public perception, soon dropped.11   

This thesis considers what changed between these two epochal interviews. How did 

expectations for late night talk show hosts shift so radically in the span of fifty years, and what 

fueled these changes? Why did America come to expect that our late night hosts should espouse 

our political values? 

In this thesis, I argue that an embrace of certain aspects of news parody in late night 

upended the genre’s traditional mise-en-scéne, writing process, and interview style, resulting in 

more substantive and meaningful discourse on late night television. This generic shift led 

audiences to expect more topicality and point-of-view from late night hosts. Fallon’s refusal to 

adapt his program away from the traditional model and towards a more thoughtful and 

substantive news parody-inspired program drew ire and ultimately cost him his ratings lead. 

My thesis consists of four major sections. Part one is my introduction, framing my 

research question and the scope of my analysis. In part two, I outline the broader history of late 

night talk shows and their relationship to political content and material. Then, in parts three 

through five, I engage in a direct comparison between “traditional” late night talk shows and 

those that have embraced news parody. In part three, I compare differences in mise-en-scéne, and 

                                                
10 Sonia Saraiya, “Jimmy Fallon Gets Trumped by Donald Trump,” Variety, September 

16, 2016, accessed November 19, 2017, http://variety.com/2016/tv/columns/jimmy-fallon-

donald-trump-tonight-show-no-credibility-1201862755/. 

 
11 Itzkoff, “Jimmy Fallon Was On Top of the World. Then Came Trump.” 
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how differing representations of on-screen space lead viewers to expect certain types of content. 

In part four, I explore the late night writing process. In particular, I focus on how an integration 

of news parody into the late night formula resulted in a writing process that emphasized 

newsworthiness, topicality, and political point-of-view more heavily than in traditional late night 

writing.  Then, in part five, I focus on the third portion of the late night talk show, the interview. 

I analyze how adopting certain aspects of news parody upended the traditional late night 

interviewing style, emphasizing factuality and point of view rather than congeniality. Then, 

finally, in part six I return to my original research question to analyze how these changes in the 

late night talk show genre resulted in shifted audience expectations and, ultimately, Fallon’s 

ratings quagmire. 

While late night television history is somewhat of a niche topic in media studies, there are 

a handful of helpful sources that I relied upon heavily to frame my argument. The two works that 

were most relevant to my thesis were Marie Jackson’s 2010 dissertation, “The Late Night 

Presidential Strategy: A Historical Review of the First 40 Years of Presidential Campaign Use 

Of Late Night Talk Show Appearances” and Nickie Wild’s 2014 dissertation, “Political 

Criticism and the Power of Satire: The Transformation of ‘Late Night’ Comedy on Television in 

the United States, 1980 – 2008.” Both of these scholarly works gave me wide-ranging 

information, such as interview transcriptions, timelines, contemporary newspaper reviews, and 

historical context. This information helped me understand the larger themes in late night political 

content. These sources also helped me grasp the greater scholarly discussion around late night 

television’s evolution over the past sixty years.  

In Marie Jackson’s “Late Night Presidential Strategy,” the author provides an in depth 

history and transcript of every presidential candidate’s appearance on late night television since 
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John F. Kennedy inaugurated the tradition in 1960. While the argument is primarily centered 

upon the rise of image politics and the corrosive impact of such television appearances on fact-

based voting, Jackson still provides an unparalleled history of late night’s relationship with 

politics and the commander-in-chief. 

Similarly, Nickie Wild’s dissertation helped me understand how, exactly, political 

material on all sorts of late night programs changed over the 28 years from 1980 to 2008. With 

extensive transcription and broad case studies, Wild chronicled late night political comedy’s 

move from light personality-based comedy in 1980 to substantive, policy-driven satire in 2008.  

However, both of these sources suffered from many of the shortcomings that were 

pervasive in all of the scholarly articles that explored changes in late night talk show 

programming. Firstly, scholars have seldom addressed shifts in the late night talk show format in 

the past five years. Secondly, few have sought to explain why the late night talk shows 

themselves changed. Some simply attributed such changes in style, format, or content to host 

preferences or network demands. None of them sought to examine what comedic mechanisms 

were at work, driving developments and restructuring the conventions of typical late night 

television. 

In my thesis I hope to fill this gap in scholarly exploration. My thesis examines the 

politicization of network late night talk shows from 1954 to the present era, focusing on the 

genre’s adoption of news parody as the catalyst for change. My approach is distinct from past 

scholarly inquiry because it focuses on recent developments and seeks to explain what comedic 

structures actively undermined the traditional late night talk show formula. In the process, I work 

to move beyond the “cult of the host,” a term that I’ve coined to describe the belief that a 

program’s one titular host shapes the entire voice the show. This approach to late night television 
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fails to recognize the many players who are involved in crafting the content and editorial tone of 

any talk show; they include the writers, head writers, set designers, producers, executive 

producers, and composers. This sort of thinking has dominated both popular and scholarly 

accounts of late night programming. Through my work, it becomes clear how news parody 

affected all levels of the late night talk show creative structure, and pushed late night television 

to address more substantive and topical news items with a thoughtful, and critical point of view. 

This inquiry was undertaken by relying on a wide variety of sources that allowed me to 

unpack the host-centric approach taken by many other scholars and cultural critics. And, while 

the host is extremely important in crafting his own program, in my research I was careful to 

consider the late night talk show program as the product of many rather than one.  

For general background, I supplemented the information that I gleaned from scholarly 

sources with articles from popular periodicals, both old and new. This extensive inquiry spanned 

from a 1972 New Yorker profile of Dick Cavett to a 1992 Entertainment Weekly list of celebrity 

farewells to Johnny Carson to a 2017 New York Times article on Fallon’s slumped ratings. While 

these pieces did often simplify the voice of the program to that of the host, they provided 

excellent context regarding ratings, popular culture, and critical reception for each program.  

Additionally, I leaned heavily on primary sources in my research. Thanks to the advent of 

YouTube, I could easily watch footage of Steve Allen’s first Tonight Show episode, or Joan 

River’s opening monologue on her short-lived FOX late night program. Some footage had to be 

purchased from the Carson Archives or viewed on streaming services such as Hulu. Examining 

these sources allowed me to experience the late night programs as they might have been seen in 

their original era. And, while I could not immerse myself entirely in the social context of a 
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particular program’s original run date, this sort of first-hand analysis brought me as close as 

possible.  

 While scholarly articles, popular periodicals, and primary source footage were important 

to my thesis, interviews formed the majority of my research. By interviewing individuals who 

were involved with the production of late night talk shows, I was able to look past the cult of the 

host to better understand how news parody restructured all aspects of the late night talk show. I 

interviewed veteran writers from Johnny Carson’s Tonight Show, who helped me understand 

what a late night talk show looked like in the pre-news parody era. I spoke with multiple writers 

on Late Night with Seth Meyers to understand how that program’s outright adoption of news 

parody enacted changes from the writing schedule to the set design. I spoke to Jimmy Fallon’s 

and Conan O’Brien’s head monologue writers to understand how jokes are cut and strategically 

reworked in preparation for broadcast. I met with Jimmy Kimmel’s executive producer to 

understand the late night show leadership structure and the relationship between a program and 

its network. I also spoke to the Tony Award-winning set designer of Jimmy Fallon’s Tonight 

Show and Seth Meyer’s Late Night to understand how content shapes mise-en-scéne and vice 

versa. Finally, I interviewed late night talk show host, Dick Cavett, to grasp the true role of the 

host in the show’s construction.  

 Questions varied widely among interview subjects. For writers and hosts, I would 

primarily ask how they would describe the “role” of a late night talk show. For some, it was 

simply to entertain. For others, it was to entertain, but also engage in topical news items of the 

day. For set designers, I asked about the themes that they were trying to convey in building each 

set. I also asked about host involvement in designing the set. For producers, I asked about guest 

selection and the initial pitch to networks. For executive producers, I asked whether there was 
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ever network pushback or political battles that limited the show’s self-expression. While 

questions covered a wide range of topics, in each interview I sought to understand two things: 

how do you make one of these shows every single night, and what is your specific role in 

accomplishing this daily feat? 

By conducting these wide-ranging interviews with a relatively large number of 

individuals in late night television, I could begin to see how the host is only one player in the 

larger product of the show. Moreover, it became clear how mechanisms of humor, such as news 

parody, could disrupt whole organizations and allow them to push norms and eschew traditions. 

While many other scholars and authors simply pointed to a change in late night form, I sought to 

diagnose why the change occurred and how. Through my interview-heavy scholarly approach, I 

could examine news parody’s effect on the construction of the late night show and undermine the 

notion that the late night show is simply the product of the host.   

For the purposes of this thesis, I am only examining late night network talk shows. I have 

defined this term to mean programs that are broadcast on NBC, ABC, CBS, or FOX. Moreover, 

they must be at least an hour in total broadcast length, including commercials. I also will not be 

examining the musical guest portion of these programs in order to keep my thesis more 

specifically focused on the portions of the programs that can be directly controlled by the host 

and his or her editorial team.   

PART I: A Brief History of Traditional Network Late Night Television 

In the 1950s, it wasn’t uncommon for television networks to simply “turn off” at after the 

eleven o’clock news.12 In fact, some stations would just play the Star Spangled Banner and go 

                                                
12 Ramsey Ess, “Looking Back at the Very First Tonight Show,’” Splitsider, November 4, 

2011, accessed February 25, 2018, http://splitsider.com/2011/11/looking-back-at-the-very-first-

tonight-show/. 
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off the air until the morning.13 This would all change on the evening of September 27th, 1954, 

when NBC stations nationwide exchanged the sounds of the Star Spangled Banner for a moment 

of silence and then an expectant drumroll.14 Television screens lit up with a panning live shot of 

New York City’s Time Square.15 Then, an announcer’s tinny voice rattled through television 

speakers across the United States announcing what would be the dawn of a new era in American 

broadcasting.16 The voice proclaimed: “From New York City, the National Broadcasting 

Company presents: Tonight starring Steve Allen.”17  With that, the late night talk show genre 

was launched. Host, Steve Allen, began the program by picking up his glasses off his desk, 

smiling, and telling the audience that “this show is going to go on… forever.”18 He didn’t mean 

for decades, but instead for 105 minutes --  the original duration of The Tonight Show.19  

 The show was wildly different in 1954. Roughly “forty percent of the Tonight Show was 

music” and Allen himself described the show as “a mild little program -- not a spectacular, kind 

of monotonous.”20 While the show has changed significantly over the past sixty-three years, 

certain aspects of Allen’s original show have become fixtures of the late night form. Allen’s 

                                                                                                                                                       

 
13 Ibid. 

 
14 “Wally Cox, Willy Mays,” Tonight Starring Steve Allen, aired September 27, 1954 on 

NBC.  

 
15 Ibid. 

 
16 Ibid. 

 
17 Ibid. 

 
18 Ibid. 

 
19 Ramsey Ess, “Looking Back at the Very First Tonight Show.’” 

 
20 Ibid. 
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show inaugurated the opening monologue, the use of a desk, and the cornerstone celebrity 

interviews.21 As David Letterman put it in a 1980 interview with Steve Allen, “you started the 

whole thing, you’re the reason we’ve got a desk here, you’re the reason that talk shows are what 

they are today.”22  

 However impactful Allen’s tenure on the Tonight Show may have been, his time on the 

program would be short-lived. He resigned from his helm only two years and four months later.23 

Then came Jack Paar, the “mercurial and thin-skinned” host who would propel the program 

further into the national spotlight. His highly rated shows were rife with fun and seemingly 

unguarded interviews with countless celebrities and prominent politicians. Paar’s dynamic guests 

ranged from individuals like actress Jayne Mansfield to dictator Fidel Castro.24 But 

disagreements with the network ended Paar’s reign over late night's only franchise.25 He gave his 

final tearful goodbye on March 29, 1962.26 The host who would follow would formalize the late 

night talk show form and be crowned the true “king of late night.”  

 On October 1st, 1962, a well-known television personality and former game show host, 

Johnny Carson, delivered his first Tonight Show monologue. And with it, a saga began. Carson 

would host The Tonight Show Starring Johnny Carson for 30 years, and build the late night 

                                                
21 Ibid. 

 

 22 Don Giller, “Steve Allen on The David Letterman Show, October 23, 1980,” Youtube. 

Online video clip, accessed November 2, 2017, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E1a5veXNiFU&t=235s. 

 
23 Kenneth Tynan, “Fifteen Years of the Salto Mortale,” New Yorker, February 20th, 

1978. 

 
24 Ibid.; “Fidel Castro,” The Jack Paar Collection, aired February 2, 1959, on NBC. 

 
25 Kenneth Tynan, “Fifteen Years of the Salto Mortale.” 
26 Ibid. 
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program into one of NBC’s hottest properties. Paar’s Tonight Show rarely drew in more than 

seven million nightly viewers, but, under Carson, the show was being viewed by seventeen 

million three hundred thousand Americans every evening.27 In fact, Carson’s ratings were so 

high that he regularly “[beat] the combined opposition (ABC plus CBS) in the big cities, 

especially New York and Los Angeles.”28 And, “on peak nights, Carson [raked] in a percentage 

of fifty or more from the key urban centers.”29 With this sort of massive visibility and absolutely 

no competition, Carson codified what it meant to be a late night host. But what exactly was the 

Carson style?  

 As filmmaker Billy Wilder described Carson in a 1978 New Yorker profile, Carson was 

“the cream of middle-class elegance, yet he’s not a mannequin. He has captivated the American 

bourgeoisie without ever offending the highbrows.”30 Carson was “skeptical, tongue-in-cheek, 

ironic… totally relaxed, hitting bull’s-eyes without seeming to take aim.”31 And, with guests, 

he’s totally familiar, friendly, encouraging, and giving.32 As former Carson writer, Patric 

Verrone put it, Carson was never there to antagonize. He simply wanted to help America get to 

sleep at night.33  

                                                
27 Ibid. 

 
28 Ibid. 

 
29 Ibid. 

 
30 Ibid. 

 
31 Ibid. 

 
32 Alan Carter, “Celebrities Talk About Johnny Carson,” EW, May 8, 1992, accessed  

February 25, 2018, http://ew.com/article/1992/05/08/celebrities-talk-about-johnny-carson/. 

 
33 Patric Verrone, interview by author, telephone, January 31, 2018. 
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When it came to politics, Carson himself said that he “[didn’t] want to get into big 

debates about abortion, homosexuality, prostitution, and so forth. Not because I’m afraid of them 

but because we all know the arguments on both sides, and they’re circular.”34 Carson’s program 

was clever, charming, kind, welcoming and overwhelmingly apolitical. As the same 1978 New 

Yorker article pointed out, “Carson became the nation’s chosen joker because, in Madison 

Avenue terms, he was guaranteed to relieve nervous strain and anxiety.”35 This distinct 

Carsonian style became near ubiquitous in the era of traditional late night television as other 

networks realized the Carson craze and sought to compete.36  

 On April 17th, 1967, ABC premiered The Joey Bishop Show. It disappeared in two years.  

Then, in 1969, Westinghouse Broadcast launched The David Frost Show.37 It lasted three years. 

Only a few serious competitors came out of the chaotic 1969 rush to compete with Carson.38 The 

two hosts who could truly challenge the reigning king were ABC’s Dick Cavett and CBS’ Merv 

Griffin. Their congenial styles resembled the easy-going, intimate Carsonian tone of Tonight, but 

both shows had their own distinct twists.  

 The Dick Cavett Show replaced The Joey Bishop Show on ABC in March, 1968.39 The 

program ran for six years, and boasted some extremely impressive guests. In a 1972 New Yorker 

                                                
34 Kenneth Tynan, “Fifteen Years of the Salto Mortale.” 

 
35 Ibid. 

 
36 Louis Menand, “Talk Story,” New Yorker, November 22, 2010, accessed February 27,  

2018, https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2010/11/22/talk-story. 

 
37 Ibid. 

 
38 Ibid.  

 
39 Ibid. 
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profile of the host, authors L.E. Sissman and Charles Saxon named a few of Cavett’s more 

notable guests, they ranged from “Steve Allen to Carlos Montoya to Bobby Fischer to Yevgeny 

Yevtushenko to Ralph Nader to Tom Seaver to Mayor Lindsay and back again.”40 This isn’t even 

to mention the famous battles between Norman Mailer and Gore Vidal that occurred on the 

program, or the drop-ins by artists such as John Lennon and Salvador Dali. Public consensus on 

Cavett was split. Screenwriter Marshall Brickman commented that “people in show business—

comedians and such—would say, ‘Gee, for an intellectual, he’s pretty funny!’ [And] the 

intellectuals would say, ‘Gee, for a comedian, he’s pretty well informed!”41 In fact, some called 

him “the thinking man’s Carson.”42 Cavett, himself, believed he was simply putting on an 

entertaining show that proved to be “the [college] campus choice.”43 But his intellectual moniker 

came with a price.  As New Yorker critic Louis Menand wrote in 2010, “[Cavett] gave the 

impression of being slightly superior to the medium—a little too bright, a little too literate, a 

little too intellectually upmarket for commercial television,” and, in the end, he only drew in 

“four million viewers… half the audience that watches the “Tonight Show.’”44  

While Cavett often dealt with newsworthy guests, his style was not dissimilar from 

Carson’s. He was always careful not to editorialize. As he said himself, his goal was “to 

                                                
40 L.E. Sissman and Charles Saxon, “Profiles Work, For the Night is Coming,” New 

Yorker, May 6, 1972, 44. 

 
41 Ibid., 42. 

 
42 Louis Menand, “Talk Story,” New Yorker, November 22, 2010, accessed February 27,  

2018, https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2010/11/22/talk-story. 

 
43 Dick Cavett, interview by author, telephone, February 12, 2018. 

 
44 Louis Menand, “Talk Story.” 
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entertain,” not to educate. 45 His program’s style mirrored that of Johnny Carson’s. It was blithe, 

free-wheeling, and congenial. As writer Kenneth Tynan described Cavett’s style as a host, “Dick 

Cavett creates the illusion that he is your guest, enjoying a slightly subversive private chat.46 In 

fact, Cavett’s had been a writer of Carson’s and Paar’s prior to receiving his own show. So, not 

only had Cavett observed the genial, colloquial tones of traditional late night television, these 

themes and behaviors had literally been impressed upon him by their progenitors and most 

respected practitioners. 47 

 Merv Griffin was described as “the most disarming of ego strokers.”48 His program, The 

Merv Griffin Show, ran for seventeen years across multiple networks and in syndication.49 He 

featured guests were more politically risky than Carson’s, but Griffin’s style was ultimately very 

similar. 50 He knew how to coax his guests into comfort. When the Reverend Martin Luther King 

Jr. was on his program, Griffin bantered with him about the civil rights leader’s relationship with 

his father.51  He worked to stay largely neutral, and never wade too fair into one political camp or 

another. 
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Both Cavett and Griffin’s programs borrowed much from Carson’s Tonight Show. While 

they both addressed topics that were slightly more politically risky, they never sought to utilize 

their talk shows for the sake of public education or policy discourse. Almost without fail, the 

hosts of the early late-night era believed that their main goal was to entertain. Even when Cavett 

had on a guest such as anti-war activist John Kerry or Republican Barry Goldwater, the host 

insisted that his bookings were not politically motivated. Instead, he said that the individuals that 

he booked were just the people with the most interesting, engaging personalities.52 Both of these 

hosts may have been slightly politically tinged, but their programs certainly weren’t political 

comedy. The Carson-established late night code would not allow for it.  

Even beyond the 1970s, Carson’s notion of apolitical, largely colloquial late night 

television would prevail. One more major Carson competitor emerged, and even he held true to 

the Carson formula. After all, Carson was  “his idol.”53 The Arsenio Hall Show debuted on 

January 3rd, 1989 in syndication.54 It was part of the rush to try to launch new late night programs 

to take the late night lead from a soon-to-retire Johnny Carson.55 Of the other programs that 

sprung up around the same time, including Joan Rivers’ Late Show on Fox, and The Pat Sajak 

Show, Hall won out in the ratings. He was only second behind Carson, with a trend that looked 

like it might bump him to first place.56  
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Hall’s show was also colloquial and apolitical in a way that was different from 

Carson’s—and not only because Hall was late night’s first major African American host.  Hall’s 

programming was itself diverse, and his show was always viewed through a racialized lens.57 In 

a 1989 New York Times profile, writer Michael Norman characterized Hall’s late night program 

as the traditional late night show with a “spin.”58 “The other late-night talk-show hosts have a 

desk, a band, an audience,” Norman noted, but Hall “has an easy chair, a 'posse' of five 

musician-sidekicks and a studio crowd he calls 'my people,' [along with] an ever-changing but 

always staunch gathering of 318 nearly riotous men and women.”59 This sort of racialized 

language serves two functions. Firstly, by recreating some tropes of the late night talk show 

format in different cultural vernacular, Hall spoke to a whole new demographic of late night 

viewers. This was vital to his success. However, it also sewed the seeds of his downfall. It was 

challenging for Hall to succeed when critics, and America, viewed him primarily in light of race. 

Carson’s crowd could be excited, while Hall’s was “near-riotous.” He could never conduct a 

traditional, late night talk show because he was always the “black late night host.” When it came 

time for CBS syndicates to choose whether to keep airing The Arsenio Hall Show or pickup 

Letterman’s new Late Show, the bigger, and whiter audience won and Hall went off the air.60 
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Racial identity both created and doomed ‘the first late-night host since Carson who clearly has 

his own personality…the perfect TV personality .“61  

Through examining Carson’s many prevailing competitors over the years, it becomes 

clear that a certain attitude was omnipresent in traditional late night television in the twentieth 

century. Hosts were supposed to be charming, congenial, and broad in their appeal. They should 

not wade into waters that were too controversial. They could have on political guests, but, like 

Carson, they were supposed to collaborate with their featured visitors, not oppose them. These 

shows were supposed to feel comfortable and homey, just as Carson had prescribed. After all, 

each of these twentieth century hosts had either been mentored by or inspired by Carson’s show 

structure. The goal was to entertain, not to educate or provoke. 

The traditional form of affable, primarily entertainment-centric late night talk show 

programming prevailed into the twentieth century as well.  Conan O’Brien, host of NBC’s Late 

Night from 1993 until 2009 (when the host had a short-lived stint as host of The Tonight Show), 

also sought to make a broadly appealing show that was not hyper-topical or overtly political. 

Conan’s forte was “comedy for comedy’s sake.”62 A New York Times review even likened 

Conan’s style directly to that of Carson, “[Conan’s] show still looks a bit like what Johnny 

Carson did for decades: emerge from a curtain to big applause, deliver a topical monologue, then 

move to a desk, banter with a sidekick, do a comedy bit and talk to guests.”63 O’Brien’s head 
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monologue writer, Brian Kiley, echoed this emphasis on traditional, and broadly appealing late 

night programming. “I think [Conan’s] first priority is getting laughs… 40% of the country is 

republican, to just write off 40% of the country… he doesn’t want to do that,” Kiley stated. 

“He’s not picking the very partisan jokes, there are just some jokes that he feels are too pointed 

and those aren’t the ones that [he wants].”64  

Jay Leno, the heir to Johnny Carson’s Tonight Show, also sought to strike a middle chord 

in politics that would not alienate viewership.  “I'm more of a populist,” Leno reflects.65 And, to 

America, his political leanings have been a subject of consistent debate.66 Conservative 

commentator, John Nolte, praised Leno and characterized his deliberate political ambiguity, 

stating, “You want to be edgy in the entertainment business today? Be polite and keep the 

politics as across the board as possible. Walk on stage with the 'edgy' goal of wanting to entertain 

and take away . . . [as any of American’s] daily frustrations… as possible. Jay Leno’s the new 

edgy.”67 This deliberate “apoliticality” and sense of fairness directly harkens back to Johnny 

Carson, who would refuse to identify himself politically in any way.68 
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David Letterman, another practitioner of traditional late night, was educated under 

Johnny Carson.69 In the words of a recent commentator, Letterman sought to tap into an audience 

looking for the “hip and ironic, at once silly and knowing.”70 “It was always about the absurd,” 

reflected Gabriel Bolio, a two-time local bird calling champion who appeared on Letterman in 

2013 and 2014, “you could tell that from the minute you arrived at his studio.”71 On Letterman, 

“you are less likely to see [Senator Daniel] Moynihan… than Alba Ballard, a lady who dresses 

her pet parrots in tiny hand-sewn costumes for no apparent reason.”72 “You could also “see 

Mariel Hemingway clean fish, or Tom Selleck stick his head in a tub of water and do motorboat 

impressions… Stupid Pet Tricks… 60-foot hand shadows on the side of the Exxon Building… 

[and] a Smurf [being crushed] under a steamroller.”73 Once again, while the actual subject matter 

differed from the respectable, sometimes-square Carson, Letterman edged towards the absurd 

and away from the political and topical. He sought not to educate and mobilize, but rather to 

entertain and surprise.  

It’s clear that each of the major network late night hosts prior to the current batch were 

heavily influenced by Carson’s emphasis on fun, friendliness, and escapism. However, in today’s 

highly political late night landscape, one current host is Carson’s rightful heir. “Jimmy Fallon is 
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the closest of anybody to Carson,” stated Jay Leno in a February 2017 interview.74 Fallon, unlike 

many of the other network late night talk show hosts has worked to deliberately stay outside the 

fray of partisan politics. “He likes people on both sides,” commented Jon Rineman, Fallon’s 

head monologue writer.75 “If there’s something that someone’s doing on either side that looks 

dumb or goofy, [Jimmy is] going to call it out. Just historically, [on] The Tonight Show, it’s 

always been about just calling it how it is. You don’t really come down on one side or the 

other.”76 Fallon’s self-stated goal is to make sure “you go to bed with a smile on your face and… 

have sweet dreams.”77 This sounds remarkably similar to Carson’s goal of helping Americans go 

to bed happy. Fallon doesn’t want to stress or frustrate his viewers with political comedy, as his 

longtime collaborator Tiny Fey commented, “Jimmy is not a political comedian, so it would be 

very phony of him to go out and do long political joke rants just because that’s what some people 

want.”78 Fallon’s former show-runner, and Daily Show veteran, Josh Lieb reflected on Fallon’s 

relationship to Carson directly, “We… try to do… what we think a late night show should be… 
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we definitely want to feel like we’re part of this grand tradition… we’re trying to copy the 

people who came before us.”79  

With all of these comedians abiding by Carson’s traditional late night rules, why did 

Fallon get so much flack for playfully tussling Trump’s hair? That surely would have been 

acceptable in the era of Carson, Cavett, Hall, and Leno. The answer, in short, is the arrival of 

Stephen Colbert and Seth Meyers on network late night television. They have politicized a 

network timeslot that is usually reserved for the fun, silly, and soothing programming. As late 

night historian Bill Carter put it, “Colbert… and Meyers… are like the voice of the resistance.”80 

But why exactly did their introduction into late night television change the genre and make it 

unacceptable to simply play with a candidate’s hair or ask broad softball questions? One needs to 

look at their professional histories to answer that question.  

On Monday, January 11th, 1999, Jon Stewart took over the helm of The Daily Show. The 

small Comedy Central program had received mediocre reviews prior to Stewart’s arrival. Chris 

Smith, author of The Daily Show (The Book), notes that the program was formatted “loosely… 

[like] a conventional newscast.”81 The humor came out of mapping a comedy program onto the 

news, there was a “five or so minute opening called ‘Headlines,’ read by former ESPN anchor 
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Craig Kilborn, followed by ‘Other News,’ then usually a pre-taped ‘field piece’ with a 

correspondent, and… [then] Kilborn [concluded by] interviewing an actor or a musician.”82 The 

show was largely without substance.  Then, when Stewart arrived, the show began to develop 

into a satire powerhouse.83 No longer did news parody mean empty goofiness in a news-like 

format. Stewart believed news parody meant, “the show needed to have a point of view.”84 

Stewart asked, “Why are we going after these helpless targets? Maybe we should focus the 

power of this kind of big news show on things that are actually newsworthy, rather than just 

[looking] through the paper for what seems funny.”85 Future Late Show host Stephen Colbert got 

his start as a fake reporter or “correspondent” on The Daily Show. The young improviser 

immediately looked to Stewart as a mentor. “I immediately knew [Stewart] was a guy I should 

listen to. I saw how thoughtful he wanted to be about political comedy and how he invited us 

to… invest the jokes with our own beliefs…. He thought he could trust me,” Colbert recalled.86 

Under Stewart’s tutelage, Colbert grew into a strong performer in the news-parody genre. Head-

writer Ben Karlin recalled seeing Colbert with collaborator Steve Carell and thinking, “what an 

incredible tool Carell and Colbert were… Let’s get both those guys on the show several times a 

week in one form or another. They’re too talented.”87 During Colbert’s time on The Daily Show, 

the program garnered seven Emmys and became a news parody powerhouse. The combination of 
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point of view, and topicality proved to be a major success. Colbert graduated to The Colbert 

Report where his own news parody program won a Peabody, and two Emmys during its run. 

Colbert was a star news-parody comedian; his job was to “deconstruct” the news then reassemble 

it with spin, voice, and narrative.88 

At the same time, Seth Meyers was also engaged in news parody on a different program, 

Saturday Night Live. Meyers recalled, “I grew up on SNL more than anything else.”89 He 

became the host of the program’s news parody segment, “Weekend Update,” and his run lasted 

seven years. On the program, he created an explainer segment titled, “A Closer Look at Europe” 

which would eventually be adapted into his late night program’s flagship political comedy 

segment.90 Like Colbert, Meyers was also heavily interested in politics and even pointed to Jon 

Stewart as a distant mentor who influenced his show, stating, “everyone… owes an enormous 

debt to Jon Stewart’s Daily Show, because I think that started this trend of people having 

talkshows [sic] where they have a point of view that they’re not afraid to share.”91 What Colbert 

and Meyers most clearly share is a professional upbringing in the world of pointed satirical news 

parody. This comedic genre was the bedrock upon which both hosts built their new talk shows. 
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On February 24th, 2014, fake newsman Seth Meyers got a network late night talk show of 

his own. Then, on September 8th, 2015, Stephen Colbert followed suit. For the first time, two 

politically-active news satirists had their own network late night talk shows. Borrowing from 

their upbringings in the world of news parody, Colbert and Meyers began to reinvent the late 

night talk show genre. No longer could a controversial politician simply have his hair coiffed on 

national television. Using a new approach to mise-en-scéne, joke-writing, and interview 

decorum, Colbert and Meyers made viewers expect more from their late night talk show hosts 

and turned the genre into a vehicle for public discourse and substantive discussion. 

Having established Johnny Carson’s role as the archetypical late night host, whose 

themes and demeanor transcend his tenure on late night television, the sections that follow will 

compare his more traditional stylings to those of Colbert and Meyers. They represent a wholly 

new form of late night television that utilizes news parody to recreate the traditional late night 

format. Thus, by comparing Carson with Colbert and Meyers, it will become clear how news 

parody has reinvented the traditional late night program and pushed audiences to expect more 

from their late night hosts. This comparison will focus on changes to the mise-en-scéne, joke 

writing process, and interview decorum of traditional late night television as news parody 

recreated the decades-old genre. 

PART II: Mise-en-Scéne 

 

On an early autumn evening in Burbank, California, Thomas F. Wilson, well known for 

his role as Biff Tannen in the first two installations of the Back to the Future trilogy, paced 

backstage at NBC studios.92 He could hear Johnny Carson’s earnest, Midwestern voice coming 
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through the iconic rainbow curtains, and Doc Severinsen’s NBC Orchestra ending the host’s 

segment with actress Melissa Manchester. It was almost time for Wilson to go on stage. He was 

wracked by nerves. That’s when he remembered the advice Tonight Show veteran, comedian 

Argus Hamilton, gave him days before. “I’m gonna [sic] tell you the secret of the Tonight 

Show,” Hamilton said. He pulled Wilson aside and whispered to him: “It’s a party.”93 At the 

time, this tip meant little to Wilson. “It didn’t make sense right then,” he reflected, “but when 

you’re on the set of the Tonight Show, it was a great piece of advice.”94 An aging Carson, 64 in 

1989, announced Wilson and the actor bounded onto stage. He was a hit.  

And while these traditional late night shows aren’t exactly “parties,” they often feel 

intimate, private, and exclusive. Viewers are supposed to feel like they’re peering into an off-

hand, casual late night chat between some of America’s biggest celebrities. This was the case on 

each traditional late night show. From Dick Cavett’s den-inspired set, to Jay Leno’s warm 

rapport with each of his guests, these programs were venues where the audience could see a sort 

of performed intimacy between guest and host. Where else could you see an American comedian 

palling around Fidel Castro?95 Or, where else could you watch one of America’s most charming 

men ask lewd questions to future president Ronald Reagan?96 The answer was only on late night 

television.  

However, much of this light, jovial atmosphere would erode with the integration of news 

parody into late night television. By examining the generated graphics, the use of stage space, 
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and role of secondary characters, we can begin to see how the adoption of certain tropes of news 

parody dismantled traditional late night television’s intimate, party-like atmosphere. The 

incorporation of a more urbane intro sequence, a more serious set design, a disembodied 

announcer, among other aspects of the news parody format, changed audience expectations. 

These changes prompted viewers to expect news-related material rather than the informal, show 

business “hangout” fare popularized in traditional late night television.  

For the purposes of this thesis, “generated graphics” breaks down into two late night talk 

show fixtures: the introductory sequence and the over-the-shoulder superimposed graphics. I 

define the intro sequence, or “title sequence,” as the pre-taped, recurring clip that follows any 

cold open, and precedes the live footage of program. Moreover, I define over-the-shoulder 

superimposition as the static or animated graphics that exist over the shoulder of a host when 

seated, or standing. They are used to emphasize a point or provide visual context for material. 

Taken together, these two features of the genre changed in order to get viewers to expect less of 

an unstructured, free-wheeling “hangout” on late night network television, and more of a 

structured, substantive “comedic digest” of the day’s news.97 Late night’s recent embrace of 

news parody served as the catalyst for this change.  

Johnny Carson’s introductory graphics embody the performed intimacy of traditional late 

night television. The Tonight Show starring Johnny Carson’s 1972 introductory sequence would 

open unceremoniously to a static wide shot of the program’s set with the lights down.98 The shag 

carpet, large couch, and wood paneled windows made it feel almost as if the set were a living 
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room just before the guests arrived.99 As the title sequence progressed, each of the evening’s 

celebrity guests had their names displayed in front of the darkened studio. The intro sequence 

feels very much like the prelude to a party, as the viewer waits for the lights to come up and the 

night of “insider” Hollywood fun to begin. It’s important to note that Johnny Carson had 

multiple introductory sequences over his thirty-year run, but even when the technology and 

aesthetics changed, his reliance on a sense casual, performed intimacy remained the same. When 

one analyzes his introductory sequence from 1984, it’s clear that Carson has moved to a more 

stylized and dynamic title sequence. Small clips of some of Carson’s best moments glide across a 

black screen. Viewers see Carson in fun, campy sketches. Perhaps they’ll notice the clip of 

Carson happily playing with a monkey, or falling into a bale of hay.100 The title sequence may 

have developed in terms of its technology, but it is still fixated on the jovial, and exclusive nature 

of traditional late night “party.” In the sequence, there are no allusions to any other material that 

will be discussed in the program. Everything will center upon the host, his guests, and the 

seemingly unguarded, “private” conversations that they share on screen.  

The dialogue during these introductory segments is also extremely important to creating 

the show’s friendly and private atmosphere. During Carson’s intro sequence, Tonight Show 

sidekick Ed McMahon audibly greets viewers as they stare at the still set.  “This is Ed McMahon 

along with Doc Severinsen,” McMahon begins, personally introducing himself to the evening’s 

viewers. He goes on to say, “[We’re] inviting you to join Johnny and his guests,”101 and directly 
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invites the viewer not just to observe, or learn, but to join in and be an active member of this on-

screen social gathering. Additionally, while McMahon makes this announcement, jazzy, 

exuberant orchestral music bellows from the NBC orchestra. No “party” is complete without a 

swinging, celebratory score, and popular midcentury musician, Paul Anka, composed 

Carson’s.102  The use of personal introduction, direct address, and invitation highlight the themes 

of informality and insider-access omnipresent in traditional late night television. These verbal 

cues combine with Anka’s lively, engaging score, to make it clear that Carson’s program will be 

like a party.  His intro sequence leads viewers to expect a program in which Hollywood’s biggest 

stars come out to banter, play games, and chat with a man often considered America’s most 

charming television host.103 

This fun, party-like ethos began to erode once late night television incorporated aspects 

of news parody into introductory sequences.  By analyzing the title sequences of Seth Meyers 

and Stephen Colbert, it becomes clear how these disciples of news parody inverted the tropes of 

network late night talk show intros, and, in doing so, encouraged their audiences to expect more 

topical and political discourse in their programs.   

Both Colbert and Meyers moved away from introductory sequences that focused on the 

studio and the seemingly affable relationship between host, guest, and audience. In both title 

sequences, the programs greet the viewer with sweeping views of Manhattan. The host is entirely 

depersonalized. All that the viewer sees are masses of New Yorkers, milling about their daily 
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lives.104 This signals to the viewer that these programs will not be fixed on the life of the host or 

solely what occurs in studio. Their focus will be on the viewer, and the outside world that the 

viewer inhabits. Programming will be metropolitan and cosmopolitan, just like the cityscape 

itself. This emphasis on “reality” is a stark contrast from the totally contained introductory 

sequence of Johnny Carson.   

This shift towards the cityscape in title sequences has also been incorporated into more 

traditional programs of the contemporary era. Jimmy Fallon’s Tonight Show aligns with the 

Carsonian style and incorporates the cityscape of Manhattan in its title sequence. However, the 

most glaring difference is that Fallon and his band members are featured in nearly every shot. 105. 

The sequence focuses on the comedian in the city, not the city itself. 

Another major shift away from the party-like atmosphere of traditional late night can be 

noticed in the audio that accompanies Meyers and Colbert’s intro sequences. Both have 

disembodied announcers who simply announce guests but do not  “invite” the viewer to join the 

program. This is a strong pivot away from the traditional late night approach. The intro sequence 

audio also mirrors news parody much more closely. When one examines the intro sequence for 

Jon Stewart’s Daily Show, there is no acknowledgment of the viewer. The baritone-voiced, 

disembodied announcer states the date, the fictional filming location (“Comedy Central World 

News Headquarters in New York”) and the program’s title, all in front of a computer-generated 

graphic of a spinning globe.106 This incorporation of a more serious, news parody-esque intro 
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sequence dismantles the personalization and party-like nature of traditional late night TV. In turn 

it makes audiences expect a more serious, and topical late night program.  

One might argue that Carson was simply old fashioned, and Ed McMahon’s habit of 

verbally inviting the viewer to join in the program was simply a product of the times. But this 

trend continues into the contemporary era. During Jimmy Fallon’s intro sequence, his announcer 

Steve Higgins directly asks viewers to “join Jimmy and his guests.”107 Colbert, however, has a 

disembodied announcer who doesn’t involve the viewer at all and simply states: “Tonight, 

Stephen welcomes…”108 Meyers takes it one step further, when his announcer only announces, 

“Tonight…” and goes on to just list the names of the evening’s guests.109 Both Meyers and 

Colbert work to depersonalize the viewer in a way that mirrors the news, and, by extension, news 

parody. This sense of remove, inspired by news parody disrupts a trope of traditional late night 

television and moves the medium in a more topical and substantive direction. 

The second generated graphic feature utilized in late night is the superimposed over-the-

shoulder image. These images, omnipresent in news broadcasting, are constantly used on 

Meyers’ and Colbert’s programs. However, during Johnny Carson’s tenure on the Tonight Show, 

such a feature was rarely, if ever, used. Over the shoulder superimposition was available, as 

instanced by the news broadcasts of Carson’s era.110 Yet, Carson’s decision not to include over-

the-shoulder superimpositions kept the show casual. He often opted for paper mounted to 
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cardboard whenever he would need to display an image to his audience.111 The method much 

more closely mirrored the way one might present images to a friend in person. It’s a low-tech 

solution that feels almost conversational in its simplicity. Such a practical solution makes the 

show feel unpolished and more accesable to the viewer at home. 

Meyers and Colbert both lean heavily on the use of over the shoulder superimposition. 

By employing its distinct presence into a late night talk show, it signals to the viewer a change in 

tone and substance. It tells the audience that the content that they will see will mirror a news 

story more than it might a standup routine or traditional late night desk piece. In the Late Show 

with Stephen Colbert, Colbert frequently relies on over-the-shoulder superimposition to discuss 

topical news stories.112 However, when observing both Colbert’s and Meyers’ programs, it 

becomes clear that the latter is the individual who has most utilized this graphic feature to change 

the traditional expectations for late night comedy.  

Meyers has leaned into the presence of superimposed images in order to shift the late 

night monologue into a miniature newscast. By integrating superimposed images at the very 

beginning of the program, Meyers has managed to dismantle the traditional standing monologue 

that has been a staple of late night television since it’s inception sixty years ago.113 In doing so, 

Meyers radically changed audience expectations. When a viewer member sees a standing 

comedian in front of a curtain and microphone, it is logical to assume that he or she would 

expect a standup routine. By the same logic, if a viewer sees a comedian sitting behind a desk 

with a superimposed image of the president above his shoulder, the viewer would reasonably 
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expect commentary on news and current events. In this way, Meyers has been able to use one of 

the major aspects of news parody, superimposed images, in order to fundamentally change the 

expectations and tropes of late night television. By integrating superimposed graphics into his 

program, Meyers has reoriented his program around current events, rather than the pop-culture 

comedy of the Carson era. As a result, Meyers has expanded the permissible discourse for a late 

night talk show host and created a vehicle to deliver viewers enjoyable, substantive political 

commentary at the end of their day. 

The second way in which contemporary late night television hosts were able to reorient 

their viewers’ expectations was through their use of stage space. Traditional late night talk shows 

emphasized the domestic and private nature of the set, whereas contemporary hosts seek to make 

sets more industrial and news-like. This change can be seen by analyzing the set of Johnny 

Carson’s archetypical late night talk show and comparing it to the sets of Colbert and Meyers. 

Johnny Carson’s set changed multiple times throughout his thirty year run on NBC. Yet 

all of his sets are constructed to imply privacy, intimacy, and domesticity. Carson’s set is heavily 

modeled after a living room, and Carson’s 1972 Tonight Show set perfectly captures the 

“pseudo-living room” motif.114 The set features heavy shag carpeting. There is ornate woodwork 

behind the desk and sofa that seems to resemble interior wood paneling. The woodwork creates 

six “windows” that overlook a backdrop of Los Angeles’ urban sprawl. Most interestingly, 

Carson’s backdrop image seems to be taken from the Hollywood Hills, a residential area that is 

home to many of Hollywood’s most elite stars. It almost feels as if the audience is situated in a 

comfy living room in one of Los Angeles’ most star-studded neighborhoods. Even more 

interestingly, the foliage on the set is not placed immediately behind the sofas or by the couches. 
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Instead, it is placed behind the fake wooden windows. This makes the shrubbery almost seem 

like part of the fake environs outside of the studio. Thus the set truly feels as if it is supposed to 

be situated right above Hollywood on a shrub-dusted hillside.115  This artificially domestic use of 

studio space is clearly meant to shape audience expectations about the content that they will be 

seeing. With the set looking so cozy, inviting, and exclusive, the viewer can expect thematically 

similar material. One should feel like he or she has been invited to the living room of a major 

celebrity for a small, private chat. The material that a viewer would expect from such an 

arrangement would not be topical news issues and political debate, but rather tales of Hollywood 

glamour and light jokes. This is exactly what they get on Carson’s program. The studio space 

primes viewers to expect a certain sort of light, friendly, party-like atmosphere. However, this 

atmosphere would be dismantled a few short decades later when the disciples of news parody 

received their own late night talk shows on network television.  

Both Stephen Colbert and Seth Meyers upended expectations about what constituted a 

traditional late night network talk show. Both of them moved away from the domestic themes so 

readily apparent in Carson’s set, and towards more polished and industrial materials that made 

the sets feel urban and public.  

Stephen Colbert’s set borrows heavily from news parody. Rather than using any wood 

paneling on his set (other than his desk), Colbert relies primarily on glass and LCD screens.”116 

This makes the set feel similar to Jon Stewart’s set where colored glass and LCD screens 
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dominated the backdrop.117 The backdrop on Colbert’s program is an elevated shot of midtown 

Manhattan. It almost feels more akin to a backdrop that you might see on CNN Newsroom rather 

than a late night comedy show.118 Moreover, gone is the heavy flowing tapestry of Carson.  

According to a 2015 interview with Colbert set designer Jim Fenhagen, the host enters through a 

heavy “industrial door” each night.119 He then encounters a “multistory” set that includes a 

“double-height library,” and metallic finishes throughout.120 The set is truly a spectacle in itself.  

Diminished are Carson’s notions of privacy and domesticity. They have been replaced by large, 

public spectacle. 

Seth Meyers has also followed this model. His set boasts few natural materials.121 His 

backdrop is also midtown Manhattan, framed through semicircular lattice-work windows that 

seem to evoke a factory-like theme.122 The large brick cylinders that dot the set like smokestacks 

augment this public, industrial motif. This notion towards a public and functional space erodes 

the traditional late night trope of the living room set, and introduces a space where a viewer can 

hear about issues that pertain to public life. In both Meyers’ and Colbert’s studios, there is a nod 

towards the idea of a forum. The space is public, and so the material should be as well.  
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One might argue that the domesticity of Carson’s set was simply a product of 1970s 

fashion and aesthetics. Once again, analyzing the set of Jimmy Fallon’s apolitical Tonight Show 

makes clear that the traditional late night set was domestic by design, not chronological 

coincidence. While Fallon’s set is more modernized, it still evokes the same domesticity and 

intimacy that shaped Carson’s audience expectations. In fact, Fallon set designer, Eugene Lee, 

even noted that he looked to Carson’s set for inspiration while designing the current Tonight 

Show set. Every night this inspiration can be directly observed when the viewer looks at Fallon’s 

multihued blue curtain. (“The last guy to have a multicolored curtain did pretty well, so I thought 

Jimmy should have one too,” Lee remarked in a 2018 interview.) Fallon has held on to many 

other domestic features of the traditional late night set. For example, where Colbert and Meyers 

have moved away from extensive woodworking, Fallon has done the exact opposite. His set 

features extensive wood accents.123 This woodworking makes the set feel warmer and friendlier, 

extremely different from the set of a nightly news program. Additionally, Fallon’s embrace of 

midcentury modern design can be seen as another move towards a more casual, domestic set. 124 

A New York Times piece from 2016 notes that the style has only grown more popular in homes 

over the past two decades, with home furnishing stores that supply the style blooming into 

nationwide mass-retailers. It’s equally important to note that the midcentury modern style is 

rarely, if ever, seen in broadcast news or news parody. It is a style that is highly informal and has 
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a decidedly “casual attitude” according to The Washington Post culture writer, Megan 

Buerger.125 In this way, Fallon has eschewed any tropes of news parody, with the intention of 

keeping his program domestic, light, and carefree. Meyers and Colbert, however, have gone the 

opposite direction with their sets. They have done away with the domestic tropes of traditional 

late night in order to embrace the formality of news and news parody. 

Another way that the use of studio space modulates audience expectations is through the 

placement of the host. In the traditional late night form, the host begins his program with a 

standing monologue, and then moves to a seated desk or gathering of chairs to conduct an 

interview.126 In doing so, the host almost functions as a standup comic in the first portion of his 

program, and then switches to an interviewer in the later portions. Such choreography makes 

clear to the audience that the host will be functioning as a comedian, and then a 

conversationalist. There is no expectation that he will be breaking down news, but rather making 

jokes and then asking fun, humorous questions. This routine movement also reinforces the notion 

of an intimate “party” on late night television as the host stands to greet you at the beginning of 

the program and, as the night progresses, he moves to the sofas to continue a longer discussion.  

This structure is once again upended by the incorporation of the tropes of news parody 

into late night network talk shows. While Stephen Colbert has mostly adhered to the traditional 

choreography of late night network television, Meyers has significantly disrupted the form. In 
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2015, Meyers made the controversial decision to skip the traditional standing monologue in order 

to begin his program from a desk.127 Once again, such a change in format mirrors the structure of 

news parody programs such as The Daily Show and SNL’s “Weekend Update.” This change 

signals to the viewer that he or she should expect material from the host that aligns more closely 

with news parody than traditional late night.  By using the physical space of the set to encourage 

audiences to expect more thoughtful, newsworthy content, Meyers and Colbert have continued to 

redefine the role of the late night talk show hosts from simple comedian to political satirist.128  

 

One of the most iconic features of Johnny Carson’s Tonight Show is Ed McMahon’s 

famous opening line. Every evening, as Johnny Carson emerged from his flowing, multi-colored 

curtains, Ed McMahon would bellow the two-words that came to define the program: 

“Heeeeeeere’s Johnny!” So culturally-significant were these words that they would eventually 

find their way into countless TV shows, films, and, perhaps most famously, Stanley Kubrick’s 

The Shining.129 The fact that these two words could become so iconic is a testament to the role of 

the sidekick in traditional late night television. Traditional late night hosts worked as part of a 

duo. Johnny Carson had Ed McMahon. Merv Griffin had Arthur Treacher. Jay Leno had 

bandleader Kevin Eubanks. Then, with the incorporation of news parody into late night 

television, the secondary character in late night nearly disappeared.  
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The role of the late night talk show sidekick was fundamental to crafting the sort of 

intimate and domestic world that these programs hoped to create. By examining the role of Ed 

McMahon on Johnny Carson’s Tonight Show it becomes clear that his function was to make 

personal the show’s opening monologue. With the presence of the late night show sidekick, a 

host could be in conversation, rather than speaking to the camera or simply lecturing an imagine 

audience.  

In exploring Johnny Carson’s November 9th, 1972 monologue, the significance of the 

traditional talk show sidekick is readily apparent. This episode, which immediately followed the 

1972 reelection of Richard Nixon, is filled with light political jokes. During the first prepared 

joke of the evening, Carson mimics a politician and makes a brief stump speech. Carson says to 

the audience, “Now that the election is over, let me say to all of you, whether you’re a 

Republican or a Democrat… it’s time to… unite for a common cause, and get those bumper 

stickers off the car!”130 Carson smiles at the audience and they burst into laughter. Then the host 

immediately pivots to Ed McMahon and follows up, saying “you can never get them off.” 

“Right,” McMahon chimes in. “It’ll be four years and you still won’t get them off,” the host 

summarizes.131 This moment clearly captures the role of the sidekick in traditional late night 

television. Carson is able to make a broad, public joke, then immediately turn it into a private 

conversation by directing it at McMahon. This augments the notions of privacy and exclusivity 

that are implicit in the program’s “party” atmosphere. It’s also important to note that Ed 

McMahon’s microphone is stronger than that of the audience. This is most noticeable when the 

studio bursts into laughter. For example, Carson makes a joke about his poor Native American 
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ancestor, Fes Carson. The joke concludes with the punch line that his ancestor was so poor he 

could not afford a coonskin cap. Instead, he had to glue a squirrel to his forehead.132 The 

audience once again roars to life with this joke. But, above the rumble of the audience, Ed 

McMahon’s clearly punctuated, throaty laugh can be heard. Each guffaw is totally distinct, 

separate from the bellows in the audience. Once again the traditional late night sidekick is 

employed to make personal the broad stage of late night TV. The viewer can identify with the 

roaring crowd, but still feel like he or she is a part of the exclusive rapport between Carson and 

McMahon. The sidekick enforces the notion that late night is exclusive, unreserved, and 

personal. However, the role of the sidekick is almost totally eliminated with the integration of 

news parody into late night network television.  

Stephen Colbert and Seth Meyers removed the physical presence of a sidekick, each to 

differing degrees. To start with the more moderate example, Stephen Colbert has completely 

eliminated the presence of a standing announcer. During his title sequence (as noted earlier) a 

disembodied voice announces Colbert’s guests and then his entrance. But there is no individual 

who Colbert bounces jokes off of in the style of Carson and McMahon. Colbert has instead 

replaced the role of a sidekick with a bandleader (it is worth noting that Carson also employed a 

bandleader, Doc Severinsen, but interacted with him far less than McMahon).133 Colbert’s 

bandleader, Jon Batiste, has carried over some of the tropes of traditional late night television. 

For example, Batiste has a stronger microphone than those that pick up the laughter of the 

audience. As a result, his laughter is more punctuated and discernable. He also occasionally 

chimes in agreement with Colbert. But when one compares screen time between McMahon and 
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Batiste the difference is stark. Batiste rarely chimes in with stories of his own, a clear change 

from McMahon who would often join Carson on the couch for different segments.134 Batiste will 

also occasionally offer words of agreement in response to Colbert’s punch lines, but the camera 

almost never pans to him. For example, in Colbert’s May 5th, 2017 monologue, the host dives 

into Donald Trump’s “Promises Made. Promises Kept.” rallies, that were held to commemorate 

the president’s first hundred days. Colbert jokes, that this “is better than the original slogan: 

promises made, never mind, never said it, fake news, watch Fox and Friends.”135 In response, 

Jon Batiste chimed in with his catchphrase that often follows a particularly harsh anti-Trump 

comment. “Cold Blooded!” Bastiste sang, inflecting his vocals in a silly, exaggerated melody.136 

However, what’s most significant is that the camera never turns to Batiste during this line. It 

stays fixed on Colbert for almost the complete duration of the monologue.  In this way, Batiste 

almost becomes a disembodied announcer himself. Colbert is actively negotiating his news 

parody roots and the pressures of adhering to the traditional late night structure as the host of 

CBS’ flagship late night program. While there is no announcer-sidekick, the bandleader has 

remained. And, while the bandleader is still present, his total role has almost been diminished to 

simply being an echo chamber and source of affirmation. He represents the new role of the 

audience in new parody’s late night: observer rather than participant. In this way, Colbert is 

changing the expectations for the viewer. As the program fixates more on a singular host, and 

moves away from the notion of a conversation, viewers can expect a more serious program. The 

vestiges of the personal, exclusive, conversational style of traditional late night are slowly 
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replaced by a singular host who speaks directly into the camera and informs the viewer. Because 

of this sort of singular-focus, Colbert almost seems more like a standing reporter than a 

traditional talk show host. By decreasing the significance of secondary characters on his 

program, Colbert has managed to change audience expectations and prime them for more 

substantial, meaningful content. 

While Stephen Colbert reoriented the cast of secondary characters on his late night 

program, the most significant reorganization belongs to Seth Meyers. Seth Meyers completely 

overhauled his cast in order to imbue his programs with a total atmosphere of news parody. The 

most significant move that Seth Meyers made was completely eliminating any announcer-

sidekick or bandleader. While Fred Armisen will occasionally join the band and riff with 

Meyers, he functions more as a special guest rather than a series regular.137 Beyond Meyers and 

his guests, only two voices exist on his program: the disembodied announcer and, periodically, 

his writers.138 This is an especially significant reorganization because it basically restructures 

Meyers’ show into an hour-long version of Jon Stewart’s Daily Show. Stewart would begin his 

monologue talking about the week’s headlines with no additional voices or commentary. Meyers 

does the exact same. Then, Jon Stewart would either do a long-form piece on a contemporary 

news issue or include his comedian “correspondents” for special commentary about topical 

matters.139 Meyers has reorganized his secondary characters to do exactly the same, as instanced 
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by writer Amber Ruffin’s “Amber Says What” segment on Meyers’ program.140 In this portion 

of the program, Amber Ruffin discusses the absurdity of topics ranging from net neutrality to 

Disney’s new animatronic Trump robot. Then, finally, where Stewart conducted a 10-minute 

celebrity interview to finish his program, Meyers has simply doubled the number of interviews 

and added a musical act to fill out a full hour. Thus it can be seen how Meyers’ and Colbert’s 

heavy-handed embrace of the tropes of news parody have changed expectations for late night 

television. Due to these changes, late night viewers now expect more substantive and thoughtful 

political discourse rather than superficial celebrity news. Whether it’s by mirroring the 

progenitor of contemporary news parody, or streamlining the cast, both shows eroded the 

longstanding traditions of late night television in order to make late night a place for useful, 

civic-minded education and humor. 

Taken together, the use of generated graphics, studio space, and secondary characters 

encourages the viewer to have certain expectations for programming. Traditional late night 

television, from Jack Paar, to Johnny Carson, to Jimmy Fallon, hoped to communicate an 

intimacy and friendliness through their thematic choices. The disciples of news parody, Colbert 

and Meyers, needed to disrupt the tropes of their own genre in order to reorient viewers’ 

expectations towards more newsworthy and topical issues. But beyond changes to the overall 

show format, how did the integration of news parody change the actual process of writing and 

delivering the jokes that made it onto late night television? 

PART III: Joke Writing and Delivery 

 

The embrace of news parody among late night programs in the 2010s did more than 

merely shift the mise-en-scéne of network talk shows.  It also upended the entire writing process 
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behind them. What was once a routine comedic exercise ballooned into a joke-crafting process 

that consisted of an intense, methodical writing schedule, significant host involvement, and a 

whole new style of joke delivery. These changes allowed late night talk shows to accommodate 

more complex, topical news issues and introduce them with timeliness and point of view. By 

moving into this more involved, topical form of humor, late night shed its easygoing, friendly 

airs and moved into an area of thoughtful, substantive political discourse. This change allowed 

the programming to do more than just entertain an audience; it could educate them as well. 

In order to most vividly see how an adoption of news parody content disrupted the 

traditional writing and joke delivery process on late night television, it is important to first 

characterize the broader content preferences of the three hosts that I will be analyzing. After 

briefly describing the comedic styles of each of these hosts, I will then compare the writing 

processes between traditional late night and the late night of news parody. This will demonstrate 

how news parody drastically recreated the late night joke writing method and imbued it with 

topicality and point of view. I will then explore how news parody changed the actual joke 

delivery process to make the humor more educational and informative. As a result of these two 

major changes, late night television became an avenue for creative and methodical breakdowns 

of the daily news. In the words of Seth Meyers’ writer, Sal Gentile, these changes to late night 

helped Americans “plant [their] feet on the ground of reality and make sense of what happened 

in the world of news.”141 

Johnny Carson had a very simple approach to his material: Carson believed that the 

Tonight Show’s role was to placate and soothe his audience before they drifted off to sleep. In the 

words of veteran Carson writer, Patric Verrone, Carson thought that his show’s function was to 
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calm down parents who were up late waiting for their children to come home, to act as a balm for 

the unemployed, and help all Americans go to bed happy.142 Carson’s jokes were never too 

pointed. As described in a 1978 New Yorker profile, Carson carried himself as “the cream of 

middle-class elegance… [captivating] the American bourgeoisie without ever offending the 

highbrows.”143 But, it’s also important to note that he never played to one specific side of the 

political spectrum. The profile continues, noting that Carson “was the first person to stop doing 

anti-Nixon jokes.”144 This decision wasn’t a mere accident, writers on Carson were eager to 

lampoon the embattled president, but Carson himself didn’t let it happen.145 The host relied on an 

apolitical “skeptical, tongue-in-cheek, ironic manner,” which earned him the “Carson persona -- 

that of a well-nurtured Midwestern lad, playful but not vulgar.”146 Carson, himself, believed that 

television was not the proper forum for political discourse and debate.147 This apolitical 

Carsonian ethos manifested itself in the writers’ room in the form of shorter hours, an avoidance 

of substantive, complicated news stories, and lack of interaction with the host. 

Traditional late night had a rigid, and “routine” writing process.148 Veteran late night 

writer, Patric Verrone, recalls that the Carson writing schedule did not heavily concern itself with 

the changes and developments in the news. Verrone remembered that on the program there were 
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subscriptions to “five or six daily newspapers” and also a live newsfeed provided by NBC.149 But 

these news sources were under-utilized as the Tonight Show “the monologue guys [worked] from 

10 to 2, and that [included] lunch,” according to Verrone.150 “The monologue writers would just 

write [the monologue jokes] and drop [them] off on Johnny’s assistant’s desk… at 1:30 [PM],” 

he noted. Then they’d go home. This strict timeliness, and relatively short writing process, 

inhibited the show from evolving to cover up-to-the minute news. Traditional late night writers 

had a simple, regimented job to do on a daily basis. News did not drive content, the clock did. As 

a result, jokes were rarely topical and often failed to stay up to date.  

Additionally, Carson did not have a strong editorial voice when it came to crafting his 

jokes; Verrone recalled that Carson was often seeing jokes for the first time as he read them on 

air.151 Moreover, “Johnny didn’t know who was writing specific jokes… [writers] didn’t meet 

with Johnny, the routine was [that writers] would see him twice per year physically… when 

[they] got hired and when [they] went up to him at the anniversary party.”152 As a result, Carson 

didn’t imbue his monologue jokes with any discernable point of view. As Verrone recalled, at a 

writers’ meeting at Carson’s Malibu home, Carson was barely interested in the discussion of the 

week’s upcoming material. Instead, most of his attention was fixated on perfecting the card trick 

he had been working on all meeting.153 Carson’s lack of involvement materialized in his 
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program’s tendency to create broad, uncontroversial humor that poked fun at all sides. This sort 

of widely accessible programming was endemic to traditional late night as hosts tried to get the 

widest viewership possible and avoid alienating viewers.154  

The traditional late night writing process deemphasized topicality and point of view by 

having a rigid, short workday and a removed host who contributed little to shaping his own 

content. However, this trend would be totally reversed with the introduction of news parody into 

the network late night form. With the arrival of Stephen Colbert and Seth Meyers into late night, 

topicality and point of view would be paramount in the joke writing process. 

Stephen Colbert’s background in news parody on the Daily Show is readily apparent 

when one examines his content on CBS’ flagship late night program, The Late Show with 

Stephen Colbert. According to Giovanni Russonello, the New York Times’ late night columnist, 

“Colbert is almost never going to not do [a monologue which is not centered on Trump].”155 

Russonello continues, Colbert will “throw other elements, playfulness and nonpolitical sketch 

comedy, into other pieces, but the monologues are almost all political commentary.”156 Colbert 

sees himself as “mainstream liberal, invested in the righteousness and the rectitude and the 

stability of the republic… upholder of good, middle class American values.”157 His show is 

perhaps the most politically substantive of any during the 11:30 PM timeslot.158 However, 

Colbert does have a difficult role to play. He had to embrace some tropes of traditional late night 
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television after “[inheriting] the mantle [of a flagship show like] Leno, Letterman, Carson.”159 As 

a result, Colbert must work to imbue his program with as much political and substantive material 

as possible, while still respecting the timeslot and form to which he has been assigned. Through 

examining the Colbert writing process, his negotiation of news parody with the more traditional 

aspects of late night comedy become extremely clear.  

Traditional late night’s production-driven approach to joke writing changed immensely 

under Colbert. In news parody, the joke-crafting process does not exists in a realm separate from 

news. It is dictated by the news. Similarly, at The Late Show, Colbert comments that “many’s the 

night when we have to throw the whole [monologue] out after rehearsal and rewrite the whole 

thing – all new subjects, all new clips, everything. It’s all hands on deck.”160 In this way, 

Colbert’s background in news parody has reinvented the traditional late night writing process. 

Writers cannot simply drop off jokes at 1:30 PM and depart. They must be ready at a moment’s 

notice to redraft the entire show. This restructuring of the writing process at Colbert’s Late Show 

is fundamental to shifting the focus of late night away from campy silliness, as one might have 

seen on Carson, and towards topicality and a devotion to covering late breaking news. The result 

is a monologue that almost serves the purpose of a newscast, recapping the day’s latest news to 

viewers nationwide. 

Another major change from the days of traditional late night is the level of host 

involvement. Colbert engages with his writers, and his show’s material, from its inception to its 

final televised delivery.1 In a 2017 interview, Colbert recalled sitting in on a pitch meeting with 
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his writers. 1 He had consumed so much news in preparation for his program that he said he had a 

“news hangover.”161 Colbert recalled his involvement in the writing process on one particularly 

trying day when news broke just before taping: 

We were already rewriting the show and we… had to write the whole show, all of it was 

generated in about a half hour, and then we [try to] polish as much as you can without a 

rehearsal or having seen the footage. We were doing a lot off … cuts of the press 

conference. We didn’t have time to watch it, and we were writing about it at the same 

time. We were listening to it and people were pulling out quotes, and we would key 

individual parts of it and things we needed for timing and stuff like that. That… night 

was probably the fastest we wrote a monologue – ever.162 

Colbert’s involvement with the writing process, as instanced above, allows him to imbue his 

comedy with a trademark aspect of news parody: point of view.163 Carson’s distance from his 

writers, both literally and metaphorically, kept his content broad and widely palatable. However, 

Colbert’s engagement with his writing team allowed him to adapt the late night form into a 

point-of-view-driven satire powerhouse.  

 Seth Meyers has been able to reshape his show in the interest of news parody and 

embrace the form most fully. Traditionally, the 12:30 PM slot has been much more flexible than 

the 11:30 slot. One needs to look no further than the absurd and wacky programs that have 

inhabited that timeslot in the past to understand that it is truly up to the host to craft whatever 
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show he might like. For example, Conan O’Brian (who helmed Late Night from 1993 to 2009) 

would regularly bring out a masturbating bear and an offensive insult comic who was played by 

a puppet dog.164 David Letterman, who held that timeslot from 1982 to 1992, would do absurd 

stunts such as dropping himself into a pool of water wearing an Alka-Seltzer suit.165 So it should 

come as no surprise that Seth Meyers had all the latitude necessary to restructure his late night 

program in whatever way that he saw fit.  

 The way that Seth Meyers designed his iteration of Late Night was a full embrace of 

news parody. According to journalist Jesse Fox, Meyer’s program is “a show that… dedicates 

itself to sorting out the truth and packaging it with great jokes.” The New York Times columnist 

Giovanni Russonello contends that Seth Meyers is presently the “more substantive” hosts on late 

night television.166 He “has his awkward, dorky persona and that carries over into the content and 

the way that he deals with it… he’s eager to dive into analysis and [expose] things… [he likes] 

getting analytical.”167 Meyers, himself, has noted that “a year into Late Night, when Jon Stewart 

and Stephen Colbert were leaving their Comedy Central shows, [Meyers] decided to focus the 

show more on politics. He articulated this interest to his writers in person prior to the 2016 

elections.168 He felt there was an opportunity to jump on election coverage before other late-
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night shows, and differentiate his Late Night in the process.”169 In this way, it can be that Meyers 

was constructing his show in the style of news parody. His show was attempting to fill the void 

left by two of the most popular news parody programs on television. Late Night’s highly topical 

and substantive breakdowns of news items have led late night talk show historian Bill Carter to 

call Meyers’ program, “the voice of the resistance.”170 This enthusiastic adoption of news parody 

into Late Night with Seth Meyers is made clear when analyzing his show’s writing process.  

 When one views Late Night with Seth Meyers’ writing process, it becomes clear how 

completely news parody has upended late night television’s joke crafting schedule and practices. 

It is no longer a limited process dictated by an arbitrary deadline that ends promptly at 1:30 PM. 

Meyers’ intense writing process stretches round the clock. There are three daily joke deadlines 

on Late Night; they let the show stay up to date with news throughout the day. Those deadlines 

occur at 1:30 PM, 3:15PM, and then 5:30PM for any late, breaking stories.171  If news breaks 

after 5:30 PM, Meyers’ writers often have to rewrite his program to accommodate.172 But the job 

of a late night writer doesn’t end there. Sal Gentile, the backbone of Late Night’s flagship 

explainer segment, “A Closer Look,” will often send Meyers a first draft of the segment at 2:30 

AM on the day that it will air.173  
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Meyers has significantly ratcheted up the intensity of the joke-writing process, making 

his team’s thorough inspection of the day’s news almost wholly different from the writing 

method of traditional late night. By expanding the show’s writing process, Meyers has 

reaffirmed news parody’s commitment to topicality on his own program. He has gone one-step 

beyond Colbert, and has made writing for his show a 24-hour job, promising the most up-to-date, 

and substantive comedy-news coverage. In this way, Meyers has stripped late night of its 

extemporaneous, and candid qualities, and substituted them with thoughtful satire that 

encourages viewers to think, critique, and learn.174  

Another change to the late night writing process is Meyers’ direct involvement with 

writing for his show. Meyers will begin reviewing the script for “A Closer Look” at 6 AM on the 

day it will air, and continues working on it until 11 AM.175 He then joins a five-person meeting 

on the segment at 1 PM on the day of taping.176 Next, he helps workshop the segment 

intermittently through the afternoon.177 All the while, Meyers is working with his head writers to 

narrow down the “200 to 300 jokes” that are submitted by his show’s seven monologue writers 

throughout the day.178 By the time the show tapes, Meyers has worked with his staff to whittle 

the jokes down to the “10 to 15 that we do on air.”179 This level is close involvement is a direct 
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carry-over from Meyers’ time on Saturday Night Live, where he served as the show’s head writer 

for seven years. This clear departure from the traditional late night writing process has allowed 

Meyers to imbue his distinct point of view into every joke told on his program.  

Under Colbert and Meyers, late night moved away from use of an arbitrary deadline and 

low host involvement. Instead, the job of late night writer has grown, incorporating multiple 

deadlines throughout the day that allow the programs to stay up-to-date with breaking news. 

Additionally, heavy host involvement means that the late night shows would have a discernable 

point of view on any news that is mentioned on the program. This new style of joke writing 

directly contradicts the traditional method of late night writing, where topicality and 

newsworthiness were not paramount. Colbert and Meyers’ embrace of news parody changed the 

way that late night talk shows were written. But, almost as significantly, news parody changed 

the way that jokes were told. 

In the age of Johnny Carson, late night jokes needed minimal set up. This can be seen in 

Carson’s 1972 post-election day episode. In one joke about Sargent Shriver, Carson comments: 

“Sargent Smith is already having troubles [following his election performance], as a punishment 

for the election his wife took away his allowance.”180 This joke simply plays off the audience’s 

existing knowledge that much of Shriver’s money comes from his wife’s family. No explanation 

is needed because Carson is simply playing off known information. Carson had no interest in 

delivering the day’s news, so very little explanation or factual background was needed. All 

Carson sought to do was entertain with a humorous quip. However, in the age of news parody 

late night, talk show monologues would serve to educate and entertain. 
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When analyzing a Colbert monologue, the viewer is struck by the sheer amount of 

background information provided by the host. For example in Colbert’s January 29th, 2018 

monologue on Mueller’s attempted firing, the host digests the news for his viewer. Colbert 

explains that Trump tried to fire Mueller, and that the White House Counsel, Don McGahn, 

threatened to quit. He then launches into an explanation of the similarities between this 

attempted firing and Richard Nixon’s firing of special counsel, Archibald Cox.181 Each of these 

explanations exist outside the “setup-punchline” framework of a traditional late night joke. The 

fact that Colbert is teaching his audience about the day’s news has totally changed the late night 

monologue. No longer do pithy setups lead to quick punch lines. Instead, programs have long 

bouts of explanation that first educate, then make you laugh. However, Colbert still negotiates 

his role as a host in a more traditional time slot. He continues to use the traditional standing 

monologue and relies primarily on simply telling the audience about the news rather than relying 

on clips and graphics that might make his monologue more informative. In this way, Colbert has 

worked to bend the traditional late night form towards news parody without totally abandoning 

the original format. 

Seth Meyers, however, has completely overturned traditional late night talk show joke 

delivery with his complete embrace of news parody. Most noticeably, Meyers has gotten rid of 

the standing monologue. He has instead opted to sit behind his desk, just like the hosts news 

parody programs have since the genre’s inception. The choice to sit behind a desk is only one 

part of Seth Meyers’ distinct changes to late night joke delivery. The most significant change is 

Meyers’ devotion to explanation and contextualization of the news. Where Stephen Colbert may 
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jump to a myriad of different topics in his monologue,182 Meyers devotes himself to one 

prevailing story. This sort of one-track focus allows Meyers to more closely read into a topic for 

his audience. For example, in an “a Closer Look” segment on former National Security Advisor 

Michael Flynn’s appeal for immunity, Meyers is able to break down the effects of an immunity 

plea, the larger political reactions to this event, and the Trump White House’s attempts to distract 

the media from this scandal. By tying together ten minutes of jokes and centering them on a 

specific news event, Meyers is able to present an informational “comedic news report” of sorts.  

This is exactly the material of news parody. By embracing this comedic genre, Meyers has 

reconstituted the structure of late night joke delivery and built it around theme rather than simple 

singular jokes. This highly choreographed comedic structure has made late night shed its more 

conversational, laid-back joking style and replaced it with specific, intricately explained 

breakdowns of the daily news.  

By changing both the writing and delivery processes of late night television, news parody 

has been able to restructure the genre. No longer does late night solely entertain its audience, 

now it educates viewers about specific news issues. Incorporating point of view and a devotion 

to topicality has made late night into an informative civic asset. And, while consuming actual 

journalism remains incredibly important, the work of the news parodyists on late night is, in Seth 

Meyers’ words, “an excellent second source."183 

PART IV: The Interview 
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On The Tonight Show’s very first episode on September 27th, 1954, host Steve Allen tried 

a number of gimmicks to entertain his audience for his impossibly long hour and forty-five 

minute broadcast.184 Allen opened the show playing piano, and went on to banter, sing, advertise 

products, perform a sketch and conduct two celebrity interviews.185 His first guest was American 

comedian Wally Cox, who performed standup and bantered with Allen.186 Then, the literal big-

hitter and recent World Series star, Willie Mays, joined program for a remote broadcast 

interview.187 While the host’s piano playing and singing have mostly disappeared from the 

network late night talk show formula, along with mid-show sponsorship spots, the two celebrity 

interviews remain the same. Even as the programs have shortened from an hour forty-five 

minutes to just one hour, the celebrity interview portion of the program continues to take up 

almost half of the show.188 And while the emphasis on celebrity interview has remained 

consistent, the fashion with which these interviews are conducted has changed immensely. This 

is largely due to the influence and embrace of news parody on late night network talk shows. 

News parody encouraged its hosts to, once again, display a distinct point of view. Traditional late 

night did not. This change becomes clear when comparing traditional late night (as embodied in 

Carson and Fallon) with nouveau late night (as captured in Colbert and Meyers). However, 
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before this direct comparison can begin, it’s important to profile each of these late night hosts’ 

guest selection preferences and their usual treatment of each of their guests.  

 Late night’s most venerated king, Johnny Carson, did not aspire to have a highly 

intellectual and politically engaged guest lineup. As Carson monologue writer, Patric Verrone, 

commented, Carson “wouldn’t have had Martin Luther King Jr. on,”189 in the way that his 

contemporary Merv Griffin did in 1967.190 (Though it’s also worth noting that Griffin was also 

not a particularly political or incisive host himself).191 Carson’s preference was to have broader 

celebrity guests, such as Don Rickles, Joan Rivers, Judy Garland, and more.192 Intellectuals 

would occasionally be brought onto the program, but “they often had to wait in the greenroom 

until the flickering final moments of the show, known as “the death slot.”193 While Carson would 

occasionally have political guests on the program, they became increasingly seldom as time went 

on. It was noted in a 1978 profile on Carson that during the host’s thirty-year run “there [were] 

few latter-day guests with the political weight of Nelson Rockefeller, Hubert Humphrey, and 

John and Robert Kennedy.”194 Rather, Carson made a point to “[showcase] a lot of eccentrics,” 

one such guest was Tiny Tim, the “ukulele-plucking oddball known for his trilling, falsetto 
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version of ‘Tiptoe Through the Tulips’ [that] had been a fixture of bohemian nightclubs in 

Greenwich Village.”195 In fact, Carson made headlines with Tiny Tim’s wedding, which he 

broadcasted on his program in 1969 with 40 million viewers tuned in.196 As reporter, L. Sam 

Kashner, compared Carson’s guests over his thirty year run as becoming “more Blue Plate 

Special than Happy Hour.”197 And what’s most notable about this comment is that both events 

that he’s comparing are equally social and blithe. While Kasher found Carson’s earlier programs 

“more spontaneous and risqué… sexier” they never took on true intellectual or political heft. 

Carson’s guest selection kept the show, fun, casual, and light. Where the hosts of news parody’s 

late night were looking for guests who would let them engage their point of view, traditional late 

night was all about spectacle. 

 Carson’s interviewing style was instrumental to creating a colloquial atmosphere on his 

program. When dealing with sophisticated guests, Nora Ephron noted that Carson was “just 

sophisticated enough to talk to sophisticates, just hayseed enough to seem astounded by what 

they tell him.”198 In Ephron’s description, the word “astounded” is particularly important. Carson 

never sought to press or challenge guests, rather, he looked to showcase and laud them. Actor 

Beau Bridges recalled exactly that, “what makes [Carson] different from the other talk-show 

hosts is that his main objective seems to be to make the guest come off good,” and he managed 
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to do that by viewing the interview as “teamwork,” rather than confrontation.199 One of Carson’s 

earliest guests, Dr. Joyce Brothers agreed, commenting that being interviewed by Carson was 

“like skating with a great skater. You do twists and turns and pirouettes and things you didn’t 

know you were capable of.” Even future president Bill Clinton said that “those 20 minutes on 

The Tonight Show did more for my career than speaking for two days at the Democratic National 

Convention.” 200 This collaborative atmosphere on Carson was fundamental to the host’s success.  

 As a host heavily influenced by the impact of news parody, Stephen Colbert has gone in a 

radically different direction. Though, once again, it’s worth noting that as the host of a network’s 

flagship late night program, Colbert is forced to negotiate his more intellectual tendencies with a 

broad network audience. His program began with “Intellectuals, authors, and Silicon Valley 

business leaders.”201 In fact, when analyzing his first 100 days on the program, 

FiveThirtyEight,com’s Ben Lindbergh noted that “Colbert was much more likely than his late-

night rivals to interview writers, political figures, members of the business world, hosts of other 

shows, scientists and activists. He was also the only host in this sample to interview an astronaut 

or religious figure.”202 However with Colbert’s pivot towards a broader audience, such guests 
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have “began popping up far less frequently.”203 But even given this shift towards more 

mainstream guest choices, Colbert contended in a September 2017 interview that he’d “like to 

have more [guests] like Neil Tyson… Brian Greene or more people like George Saunders… 

Jake Tapper or John Dickerson.”204 And, to his credit, since the pivot he has interviewed 

controversial political insiders like Anthony Scaramucci and House Speaker Paul Ryan. He 

also regularly features politicians and newsmen with which he shares a political ideology, such 

as former vice president, Joe Biden, Senator Kristin Gillibrand, and the aforementioned CBS 

journalist, John Dickerson. But the host has also been careful to clarify that he doesn’t believe 

that he’s “not in competition with the news” when it comes to guests.205 As much as he “is a 

fan of the news,” he also “[loves] talking to movie stars.” 206 In this way, Colbert has once 

again had to adjust his innate desire for news parody with the demands of a broad-reaching late 

night network talk show.  

 It’s with these guests that Colbert puts his point of view on full display. He rarely pulls 

punches when actually conducting his interviews.207 He is willing to follow up, press, and 

challenge the individuals who sit on his sofa (or, more specifically, his two adjacent arm 

chairs). Yet, Colbert must once again negotiate news parody with late night showmanship. For 
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this reason, the New Yorker’s Emily Nussbaum called Colbert’s celebrity interviews “pleasant 

but stiff” and “promotion-heavy.”208 However, since Colbert’s turn towards the political,209 that 

criticism is largely relegated to his celebrity guests rather than the political.210  

 Seth Meyers has also negotiated a guest list which mixes politicians and celebrities (or, 

more aptly, celebrities with politicians). During his program’s four year run, Meyers has had 

thirteen senators on his program, two visits by former vice president Biden, five visits by 

Anderson Cooper, two visits by Brian Williams, a visit from Nancy Pelosi, and even first lady 

Michelle Obama.211 Through analyzing Meyers’ guest list, it becomes clear that neither he nor 

Colbert shy away from inviting politicians and intellectuals onto their programs. He even had on 

the highly controversial Counselor to the President, Kellyanne Conway, for a highly political and 

substantive interview.212 In fact, in a GQ profile, Meyers was called “The Most Patriotic Man in 

America,” for his willingness to challenge and speak truth to power.213 The article goes on to 
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comment Meyers “has further differentiated himself by deftly interviewing difficult subjects 

like Kellyanne Conway and Ted Cruz.”214 

 Meyers’ hard-hitting guest lineup is only augmented by his point-of-view driven 

substantive questioning style. In the same GQ profile, the author comments that Meyers’ is 

unique because his political interviews are not so much celebrations of political celebrities, but 

rather grilling politicians like the “high-ranking, influential figures” that they are.215 The article 

goes on to note that “what’s remarkable about the conversations is Meyers’s ability to hold his 

interviewees accountable without making them—or the audience—too uncomfortable.”216 

FiveThirtyEight noted that “Late Night has increasingly distinguished itself as a home 

for serious conversation.”217 This seriousness of purpose is couched in Meyer’s unhidden point 

of view, which drives him to pushback on guest answers and engage in a more confrontation 

form of debate than was ever seen on traditional late night TV.  

 In order to clearly depict how news parody disrupted the traditional late night talk show 

interview format, it’s important to compare political interviews amongst the three hosts. In this 

chapter, I’ll be analyzing Johnny Carson’s 1975 interview with rising GOP star, Ronald Reagan. 

Then, I will compare his interview stylings to those of Stephen Colbert and Seth Meyers. I’ll 

accomplish this by breaking down Stephen Colbert’s August 2017 interview with Anthony 
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Scaramucci, and Seth Meyers’ January 2017 interview with Kellyanne Conway. To clearly 

demonstrate how, exactly, news parody has reinvented the late night interview, I have broken 

down the late night interview into four major criteria. These criteria are the introduction of the 

guest, the playfulness of the host, the type of questions that he or she asks, and the amount of 

agreement or pushback exhibited by the host. I will then explore how the new parody’s emphasis 

on point-of-view affected each of these categories and changed the way in which late night talk 

show interviews were conducted. 

 Late night talk shows often featured political guests both before and after the integration 

of news parody into network late night television. Johnny Carson’s 1975 interview with Ronald 

Reagan serves as an archetypical example of the traditional late night political interview. In the 

interview, Reagan is treated like a politician-celebrity. He is more of a friend than a serious 

policy maker and Carson withholds any personal opinions or critiques of Reagan’s policies. This 

traditional approach to interviewing politicians becomes clear as each criteria of the interview is 

analyzed.  

 Firstly, when it comes to Reagan’s introduction, Carson gives the politician a laudatory 

introduction. It’s almost as if he’s listing a movie star’s accomplishments, in the style of 

“teamwork” that actor Beau Bridges described. Right before Reagan enters behind suave velvet 

curtains, Carson calls Reagan: 

 Rather a phenomenon on the political scene… a citizen-politician making his  

first try for public office… [he was] elected by a majority of over a million votes… he 

used to joke that in his earlier profession he used to ride off in the sunset with the words 

‘the end’ on his back, but there are those that say that for Ronald Reagan, 1975 may only 

be the beginning. Would you welcome, please, the former governor of California, Ronald 

Reagan.218 
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This celebratory introduction does little to challenge or undermine Carson’s political guest. 

Traditional late night works to humanize guests and politicians (as described by Jack Paar), then 

provide entertainment as a result of relatability.219 This introduction does just that. Reagan is 

lauded for his “citizen-politician” status, and his “first try” makes him relatable as an underdog. 

Moreover, speaking about Reagan’s career change makes him less  “institutionalized” and less of 

an “insider” politician than he might appear to be otherwise. From the very beginning of this 

interview, the viewer is made to feel comfortable with Governor Reagan. He is a kind, inspiring 

guest who has a bright political future ahead of him. The viewer is poised to accept him in the 

same way that their trusted host has.  

 Once the interview begins, the chumminess and relatability of the Carson-Reagan 

relationship is put on full display. The duo are made to look like old friends through their 

charming banter. All critique is withheld. For example, Regan’s first comment to Carson is 

rather ironic. He responds to Carson’s kind welcome by stating, “nice of you to have me here 

after 2 months of unemployment.”220 The pair, and the audience, laugh. Carson follows up 

quickly, saying, “that’s right,” and immediately moves to comment, “you’re not really 

unemployed . . .you’re doing a syndicated column for around 120 papers I think, a radio show 

and [you’re] on the lecture tour.”221 In this way, Carson laughed and played along with Reagan’s 

humor. Even though Carson contested the former governor’s words, Carson smiled along with 

the joke and found a way to build off the comment to laud the politician’s busy schedule. This 
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sort of playfulness and openness to joking is widespread in interviews with all kinds of subjects 

in traditional late night television. Even when watching Jack Paar interview the dictator, Fidel 

Castro,222 or Jimmy Fallon interview the controversial Donald Trump,223 this easy-going 

playfulness is a benchmark trait of traditional late night interviews.224 There’s no sense of 

conflict or rebuttal, simply a willingness to go along in the direction that the guest hopes to go.  

 Carson’s questions are also especially noteworthy. As in the rest of traditional late night, 

the questions are broad. One question that Carson asks Reagan is, “what would you have liked to 

have done… major disappointments…biggest highlights in office?”225 Reagan goes on to answer 

this question by broadly speaking about tax reform.226 These general, vague questions allow 

politicians to put across the talking points that they wish to discuss. There is no fear of 

controversy, dissent, or substantive debate. All point-of-view on the behalf of the host is 

withheld. The politician fields a polite, easy question which, in turn, makes the candidate more 

agreeable, welcoming, and entertaining. The politician is never caught off-guard, or made to look 

uncomfortable and a relationship seems to solidify between the host and guest.  

 Finally, the amount of agreement between Carson and Reagan is impossible to miss. 

While it’s known that Carson was not overtly or overwhelmingly, Republican,227 it is clear that 

the host is going out of his way to support Reagan’s talking points. After listening to Reagan 
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discuss American tax policy, Carson both clarifies and then supports Reagan’s comments. Once 

Reagan concludes his remarks on taxes, Carson says, “you’re talking about the gross income of 

the country and how much they can appropriate for federal projects.” Reagan agrees. Carson then 

goes on to bolster Reagan’s points by stating that, “a lot of economists have suggested… that if 

they closed all the loop holes… and made a percentage income, and… a flat fee without all of 

the deductions, that the government might raise as much money as they do now.”228 Following 

this remark, Reagan once again agrees. Eventually, Reagan is discussing government 

overspending and cites a funny story, telling Carson about a study in which, “249 million dollars 

[was used] to find out that it’s better to be rich, young, and healthy than old, poor, and sick.”229 

Carson, and his studio audience, bellow deep laughs.230 At no point in the interview does Carson 

ever do anything beyond interrupting for a clarification or a quick laugh. He never pushes back 

on Reagan or challenges him to cite his sources. Carson cultivates a colloquial  relationship with 

Governor Regan, which is facilitated through his kind introduction, playfulness, vague questions, 

and complete support for what the politician is saying. This kind of casual, agreeable 

interviewing implied a relationship between host and guest. There were no seeds of discord in 

their staged conversations. Carson hides any distinct point of view in order to highlight total 

agreement and synergy. The host and the guest were comfortable as they moved through funny 

stories and worked in a “teamwork” ethic in order to provide audiences with joyful, pleasant 

conversations to fall asleep to. This traditional late night friendliness would be severely altered 
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when the disciples of news parody arrived in late night television and imbued interviews with an 

unmitigated point of view.  

 In examining Stephen Colbert’s August 14h, 2017, interview with fired White House 

Communications Director, Anthony Scaramucci, news parody’s impact on the late night talk 

show interview becomes readily apparent. Even the introduction makes the change clear. Rather 

than the extensive, celebratory words of Johnny Carson, Scaramucci is simply introduced by the 

Colbert, who says, “My first guest tonight is the shortest tenured Communications Director in 

White House history. Please welcome Anthony Scaramucci.”231 This greeting is almost the 

antithesis of Carson’s, in that it insults the guest. Long gone is the sense of charming, intimate 

rapport that could be seen between Carson and Reagan. News parody necessitates a certain 

perspective on the guest in order for him or her to be properly interviewed. That opinion, distaste 

in this case, can be seen in Colbert’s first seconds with Scaramucci. Once the duo shakes hands, 

Scaramucci places himself on one of the armchairs to the host’s right.232 Colbert’s audience 

begins to boo, but Colbert, not inclined to preserve a sense of friendship and camaraderie, does 

not quell the crowd. His distaste shines through the audience. Then, once they quiet, he begins 

his questions. This introduction is cold and rigid, and Colbert does not hold back his opinion on 

Scaramucci. Long gone are the days of the smiling traditional late night talk show host. Colbert’s 

outright sense of antipathy and remove is only enhanced by the complete unplayfulness of the 

host during his interview.  
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 The Atlantic’s Megan Garber reflected on the interview, saying, “Scaramucci… had 

come prepared to treat the appearance as he and his PR team had originally intended it—a bold 

first step in a brand-rehabilitation tour—and he stuck, again and again, to that script,” but Colbert 

wasn’t having it.233 When Scaramucci tried to joke, Colbert would be obtuse and difficult. From 

the interview’s very first moments, Colbert’s uncooperativeness was on full display. Right after 

the boos had calmed down, Scaramucci said to the crowd, “I’ll pretend those are ‘Mooches’ not 

boos, Stephen,” and Stephen responded skeptically, “We’ll find out later.”234 But such 

unplayfulness only grew as the interview continued. Scaramucci tried to make another joke right 

as the interview began. He told Colbert, “I’m like Arya Stark, I took a list of all your comedy 

writers, my kill list.”235 Colbert, totally deadpan, responded, “you’re comedically [sic] 

threatening to kill people who work for me?”236 The Scaramucci shifts uncomfortably and begins 

to walk back his comments, saying quietly to himself, “I’m kidding, I’m kidding.” 237 Then, 

suddenly, he bursts and retorts, “I’m not allowed to joke anymore!”238 Here, even the guest is 

commenting on the fact that the host is not willing to play along with his guest’s humor. 

Colbert’s distaste is on full display as he’s totally uncooperative with Scaramucci. He completely 

turns away from the rapport between guest and host that made Carson a star. A few short minutes 
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later, Scaramucci tries to pause their conversation, jokingly mentioning his own firing and saying 

that he thought that this interview was off the record. He begins by interrupting the host, saying, 

“listen, listen, listen--.”239 Colbert, sensing a shifting sense of authority on the show, stops him. 

“No, no, no, no, no,” says an annoyed Colbert, at this time, both Scaramucci and Colbert are 

waving their hands at each other. The host continues, “you don’t get to stop my show, I get to 

stop my show.”240 This comment is met with wild applause. Once again, Colbert’s overwhelming 

unplayfulness and dislike for his guest are on full display. His embrace of news parody point-of-

view-driven interview style can easily be seen in his unwillingness to go along with 

Scaramucci’s jokes. Colbert makes clear in his interview style that he is ready to get down to 

business with substantial, pointed questions. This seriousness is completely at odds with the 

intimate chats between Carson and Reagan, and even Fallon and Trump. This disruption to the 

traditional late night interview was the product of an embrace of news parody, and brought the 

genre into a newer, more substantial interview realm.   

 Colbert and Carson’s political interviews also differ in the types of questions that the host 

asks. Colbert’s questions were driven by a specific, moral point of view, while Carson’s 

questions were based on a sense of free-wheeling intimacy with the guest. Carson’s questions 

were often broad, and allowed the guest to speak about any range of topics that he or she might 

like. Colbert’s questions are the exact opposite. Colbert has specific, incisive questions that 

demand certain answers. Colbert’s interview with Scaramucci took place only days after the 

white nationalist and white supremacist rallies in Charlottesville, Virginia. He directly asked 

Scaramucci about the president’s response, saying “condemning neo-Nazis is a one-inch putt, 
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why do you think [the president] choked?”241  This question is couched in Colbert’s firm belief 

that Trump should have responded differently and is totally different from the free-wheeling, 

general questions of Johnny Carson. Colbert isn’t just asking what his guest thought about the 

president’s response in general, instead he is asking his guest directly to justify the president’s 

specific misstep. In this way, Colbert is asking a substantive, and direct question. Borrowing 

from news parody, Colbert is behaving more like Jon Stewart on the Daily Show than Johnny 

Carson on The Tonight Show.   

 Another way in which news parody was changing the traditional late night interview was 

through Colbert’s willingness to disagree, and press his guest. When Scaramucci defended the 

president’s remarks that denounced white supremacists, Colbert challenged him. “The president 

had prepared remarks on Saturday, and prepared remarks today,” Colbert began, “today he stuck 

to the script, Saturday he went off script with his ‘many sides, many sides’ [comment]. That was 

an ad-lib in the moment. Which one do you think he meant, the one that was written down or the 

one that he just comes up with in the moment?”242 Scaramucci tried to defend the president once 

again, stating, “he is a compassionate person.”243 However, Colbert totally disagreed and pressed 

his guest “What is the evidence of that?”244 Scaramucci, unprepared for such an aggressive 

response, blurted out, “he gave up a super luxurious lifestyle.”245 Colbert then launched into a 

rebuttal, saying, “Who cares? Really we’re supposed to feel bad for a guy because he gave up his 
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billion dollar lifestyle to be the most powerful man in the world?”246 In this way, Colbert has 

once again utilized news parody to pivot away from the traditional late night talk show format. 

Rather than using the program as a stage for politicians to show off their best sides, Colbert has 

turned the political interview into an interrogation for truth and justification. His point of view is 

that Scaramucci is a Trump apologist, and so he openly challenged his political guest. On 

Colbert, politicians are unable to simply give chummy, canned answers to a smiling host. With 

the advent of news parody and a sense of comedic journalistic integrity, Colbert has upended the 

late night interview style in order to imbue it with a point of view and combativeness that was 

totally absent in Carson and Fallon’s programs. This rigidity comes across in a sense of 

unplayfulness, specific, pointed questioning, and the host’s willingness to press his guests and 

pushback on their assumptions and assertions.  

 Seth Meyers has also embraced news parody’s emphasis on point of view in order to 

reinvent the late night political interview. Nowhere is the impact of “pseudo-newsiness” more 

clear than when Meyers interviewed then-Trump campaign manager, Kellyanne Conway, on 

January 10th, 2017. The ways in which news parody disrupted the traditional late night talk show 

interview once again become clear by analyzing the introduction, playfulness, question types, 

and agreeability of the program’s host.  

 Meyer’s introduction for Conway was more polite than that of Colbert. As Caroline 

Framke wrote in Vox’s article, “Seth Meyers’s Interview with Kellyanne Conway is What Late-

Night Hosts Should Emulate under Trump,” Meyers greeted Conway “with a jovial smile. He 

extended warm congratulations for her being the first woman to manage a winning presidential 

campaign… He even conceded that Conway’s distaste for people who say that Trump isn’t their 
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president makes sense.”247 However, while the introductions were polite and, at times, laudatory, 

the interview was both substantive and direct.  

 Meyers was not playful with Conway, however he was less deadpan than Stephen 

Colbert. When Conway came on the program, she politely said of herself and the president, 

“we’re fans.”248 Meyers gave a broad smile at the politician, and followed up cleverly saying, “I 

don’t know if we are fans.”249 From the very onset of the interview Meyers refused to hide his 

opinion and the audience burst into laughing applause. 250 Later in the program, Conway was 

discussing the president’s response to the controversial Steele Dossier. Conway said that the 

president hadn’t been briefed on its contents, and Meyers responded, “that concerns me.” 251 

Conway interrupted him, saying, “that is not fair. That is not true.  252” Meyers then quickly shot 

back, “what is not true? That I’m concerned?”253 Once again, this line was met with wild 

laughter and applause from the audience. While Meyers’ style is not as abrasive and 

uncomfortable as Colbert’s, he is unwilling to go along and create amiable banter with Conway. 

As Anne Peele said in her GQ profile on Meyers, “what’s remarkable about the conversations is 
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Meyers’s ability to hold his interviewees accountable without making them—or the audience—

too uncomfortable,” and that’s exactly what he seemed to do with Conway.254 He wasn’t 

playful, but, at the same time, he didn’t want the program to appear uncomfortable. In an 

embrace of news parody, Meyers kept a professional distance from his guest, and refused to 

buddy-up to her in a way that would compromise his integrity or point of view.  

 The questions that Meyers’ asked were also inspired by news parody. Like Colbert, he 

asked direct, pointed, and informed questions. In fact, Meyers asked questions that were more 

in-depth and well-informed than Colbert’s. In fact, Meyer’s questions sounded more like 

something one might hear on Anderson Cooper 360 rather than a late night talk show. As 

Framke’s article stated, “[Meyers] asked substantive questions of [Conway] and her own 

professed views of what Trump has said and done, covering everything from his Cabinet 

nominees to his approach to Twitter.”255 This substance and detail was on full display when 

Meyers dove into the Steele Dossier. Meyers begins by saying, “CNN had a Report… [about the 

Russian/Steele Dossier]… can you confirm or comment on the fact that the intelligence 

community has shown this to Donald Trump?”256 This blunt, newsworthy question is notable for 

its specific, and direct nature. As with Stephen Colbert’s interview with Anthony Scaramucci, 

the questions are crafted in a way that requires that the guest speak to a specific subject. Long 

gone is the broad buffet of topics afforded in a Carson question. Meyers’ questions demand an 

answer.  
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 Complementing these specific, newsworthy questions is Meyers’ willingness to pushback 

on Conway’s responses. To the questions about the Steele Dossier, Conway responded, “guess 

what hasn’t happened, it hasn’t been sourced…. It was based on a Russian investigator—,” 

Meyers interrupts, “I think it said it was based on a MI6 British investigator.” 257 Conway has to 

readjust, saying, “right, one of those… it also may have originated with a Russian investigator… 

nothing’s been confirmed… we should be concerned that intelligence officials leaked to the 

press.”258  Once again, Meyers interrupts, “but the… report was about them going to the 

press.”259  What one can see in this back-and-forth is Meyers total readiness to challenge his 

guests in order to conclusively get to the truth. In one moment that was especially telling, Meyers 

asked Conway, “I sometimes fear that the president-elect has no curiosity as to the amount [the 

Russians] tried to [interfere in the election].” 260 Conway responded saying, “that is completely 

false. He has enormous curiosity, I’m there every day with him, he has a number of different 

meetings every day, briefings and otherwise. He was curious enough to figure out America—

.“261 She then begins to describe the president’s election night victory when Meyers cuts her off 

and says, “that’s a pivot, right there, Kellyanne. And, by the way, nobody does it better.”  262 

Meyers wasn’t afraid to directly call out the rhetorical tactic that Conway was using. He let his 

point of view triumph over congeniality. This boldness demonstrates Meyers’ readiness to 
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challenge and pushback on his guests in a way that would have been unthinkable in traditional 

late night. Jimmy Fallon did nothing of the sort with Donald Trump, and Carson would not have 

imagined contradicting his guest in his cooperation-heavy late night program. This willingness to 

contest the guest on facts and try to set the record straight is something distinct to news and news 

parody and is more reminiscent of Jake Tapper’s interview with Conway263 rather than Fallon’s 

interview with Trump.  

 Critics lauded Meyers’ interview, commenting on its polite, yet substantive nature. 

Variety’s Laura Bradley commented: 

Meyers did not disappoint. In fact, his interview with Conway should serve as a rough 

template for all late-night political interviews going forward. Rather than cracking jokes, 

lobbing softballs, and ruffling hair, Meyers mined most of the segment’s humor from 

substance. His biggest laughs came when he respectfully pointed out a hypocrisy within 

one of Conway’s answers, or called her out for pivoting away from a question…. . The 

interview ran for a full 13 minutes, and through it all, both treated the other with 

respect—but Meyers made it clear early on that he was not there to ask breezy questions 

and send Conway on her way.264 

 

This review sums up exactly what Meyers did. He managed to keep the program congenial and 

polite, while still asking questions that came from his central belief that Conway was being 

manipulative and selective with her facts.  

 The practitioners of news parody utilized the form to reinvent the late night political 

interview. Through formally introducing guests, maintaining a professional distance, asking 

specific, substantive questions, rebuffing untruths and pressing certain topics, Colbert and 

Meyers reinvented what it means to be interviewed on a network late night talk show. Their 
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embrace of point of view stands at odds with the chummy intimacy of a Carson interview. No 

longer are hosts “astounded” by what their sophisticated guests have to say. With news parody, 

hosts are ready to expose and unpack what their guests have to say. They want to know the truth 

and spread it to their audiences, and the host’s willingness to share his opinion on what is factual, 

fair, and reasonable is a direct product of news parody. 

Conclusion 

Through examining the ways in which Colbert and Meyers reinvented the late night talk 

show format for a more politically savvy and news-ready audience, it becomes clear why Jimmy 

Fallon’s now-infamous hair tussling sparked so much outrage. For almost the entirety of late 

night television’s existence, the form was friendly, apolitical, and light. The introduction 

sequence made the viewer expect a friendly program that indulged in fun and crafted an almost 

dinner-party like environment. The announcer literally welcomed the viewer into the program. 

The monologue offered largely inoffensive, middle-of-the-road humor that could appeal to 

viewers from Memphis to Manhattan, Sarasota to San Francisco. And the celebrity interview 

would draw viewers in and make them feel like they were part of the Hollywood elite. Millions 

of Americans (approximately seventeen million at the height of Carson’s reign) expected to drift 

off to sleep with a smile as a result.265  

News parody disrupted this comedic harmony. Late night talk shows became civic-

minded and informative. What were once easy, kind laughs, now became imbued with facts, 

research, and point-of-view. Where there was once an escape from the outside world, Stephen 

Colbert and Seth Meyers placed a mirror. They used their news parody acumen to reflect the 

world back to the viewer with new insights that might have otherwise gone totally unheard.  
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This is why viewers were so upset when Jimmy Fallon tussled Donald Trump’s hair in 

2016. Stephen Colbert and Seth Meyers had expanded the scope of permissible public discourse 

on late night television. They showed America that late night talk shows could be a forum for 

intellectual, critical thinking. They pushed the boundaries of the genre to challenge public 

officials, breakdown complicated news stories, and take a stand for those issues that mattered to 

them. News parody made Americans expect more of their late night hosts. Audiences no longer 

simply expect hosts to entertain them. They want their hosts to represent them to politicians and 

newsmakers. So, when Donald Trump arrived at Studio 6B on that September afternoon, viewers 

were ready for Jimmy Fallon to be their champion and raise himself to the standards established 

by Colbert and Meyers. But instead, he failed to meet that challenge. He and his writers opted to 

take the Carsonian route and paint Donald Trump in a flattering, if not outright benign, light.  

One can only wonder how other elections might have shaped out had network late night 

talk shows always sought to educate, represent, and challenge their guests and viewers. Who 

knows what would have happened if Jack Paar had refused some of Kennedy’s talking points in 

1960, or if he had pushed back in his later interviews with Richard Nixon. America might have 

gone in a very different direction. One can only speculate. But, what is for certain is that late 

night is presently moving in the direction of more politicized content. ABC’s Jimmy Kimmel, 

who had formerly been a largely apolitical late night host, has now begun public battles with 

Republicans over healthcare.266 CBS’s James Corden has also moved into the political fray, most 

notably inviting Hillary Clinton and a number of other celebrities to read the highly controversial 
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Trump tell-all, Fire and Fury, during the 2018 Emmys.267 Even Fallon himself, noticing the 

shifting tides, has begun to wade into the waters of American politics. On Monday, August 14th, 

shortly after the violent white supremacist rallies in Charlottesville, Virginia, Fallon used his 

monologue to condemn the president for his delayed response and equivocation on the behalf of 

racists.268 While this is only a small gesture, it’s a new move for Fallon. His hour of easy, light 

programming pivoted towards serious point of view and public discourse, even for a few brief 

minutes.  

It remains to be seen whether this shift to the late night genre will outlast the current 

political moment. Perhaps this will just be an aberration from the fun, light-hearted norm, much 

like the heady Dick Cavett Show was to Johnny Carson’s long-lasting Tonight Show reign. Or, 

maybe, we’re on the cusp of something new. As news decentralizes and the number of available 

channels proliferates, it’s possible that  

late night will fill a fundamental void. Jon Stewart was once called the most trusted newscaster 

on television, assuming the role that Walter Cronkite had held before him.269 Is it so far-fetched 

to believe that this title will one day be bestowed to the likes of a Colbert, a Meyers, or even, 

maybe with a little prodding, a Fallon? Only time, ratings, and politics will tell. 
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